MULTI-VIEW CODING WITH EFFICIENT RESIDUAL HANDLING

Abstract: A gain in multi-view coding is achieved as follows: the residual signal involved with coding a dependent view of the multi-view signal is predicted from a reference residual signal of the current picture of the reference view using block-granular disparity-compensated prediction, i.e. using disparity compensated prediction with a disparity defined at, and varying with, block granularity so that each block of the current picture of the dependent view has its own disparity displacement such as its own disparity vector, associated therewith. In other words, a remaining similarity between the residual signal involved with predictively coding the reference view is used in order to predict the residual signal involved with predictively coding the dependent view.
Multi-View Coding with Efficient Residual Handling

Description

The present invention is concerned with multi-view coding.

In multi-view video coding, two or more views of a video scene (which are simultaneously captured by multiple cameras) are coded in a single bitstream. The primary goal of multi-view video coding is to provide the end user with an advanced multimedia experience by offering a 3-d viewing impression. If two views are coded, the two reconstructed video sequences can be displayed on a conventional stereo display (with glasses). However, the required usage of glasses for conventional stereo displays is often annoying for the user. Enabling a high-quality stereo viewing impression without glasses is currently an important topic in research and development. A promising technique for such autostereoscopic displays is based on lenticular lens systems. In principle, an array of cylindrical lenses is mounted on a conventional display in a way that multiple views of a video scene are displayed at the same time. Each view is displayed in a small cone, so that each eye of the user sees a different image; this effect creates the stereo impression without special glasses. However, such autostereoscopic displays require typically 10-30 views of the same video scene (even more views may be required if the technology is improved further). More than 2 views can also be used for providing the user with the possibility to interactively select the viewpoint for a video scene. But the coding of multiple views of a video scene drastically increases the required bit rate in comparison to conventional single-view (2-d) video. Typically, the required bit rate increases approximately linearly with the number of coded views. A concept for reducing the amount of transmitted data for autostereoscopic displays consists of transmitting only a small number of views (perhaps 2-5 views), but additionally transmitting so-called depth maps, which represent the depth (distance of the real world object to the camera) of the image samples for one or more views. Given a small number of coded views with corresponding depth maps, high-quality intermediate views (virtual views that lie between the coded views) - and to some extend also additional views to one or both ends of the camera array - can be created at the receiver side by a suitable rendering techniques.

For both stereo video coding and general multi-view video coding (with or without depth maps), it is important to exploit the interdependencies between the different views. Since all views represent the same video scene (from a slightly different perspective), there is a
large amount of interdependencies between the multiple views. The goal for designing a highly efficient multi-view video coding system is to efficiently exploit these interdependencies. In conventional approaches for multi-view video coding, as for example in the multi-view video coding (MVC) extension of ITU-T Rec. H.264 | ISO/IEC 14496-10, the only technique that exploits view interdependencies is a disparity-compensated prediction of image samples from already coded views, which is conceptually similar to the motion-compensated prediction that is used in conventional 2-d video coding. However, typically only a small subset of image samples is predicted from already coded views, since the temporal motion-compensated prediction is often more effective (the similarity between two temporally successive images is larger than the similarity between neighboring views at the same time instant). In order to further improve the effectiveness of multi-view video coding, it is required to combine the efficient motion-compensated prediction with inter-view prediction techniques. One possibility is to re-use the motion data that are coded in one view for predicting the motion data of other views. Since all views represent the same video scene, the motion in one view is connected to the motion in other views based on the geometry of the real-world scene, which can be represented by depth maps and some camera parameters.

In state-of-the-art image and video coding, the pictures or particular sets of sample arrays for the pictures are usually decomposed into blocks, which are associated with particular coding parameters. The pictures usually consist of multiple sample arrays (luminance and chrominance). In addition, a picture may also be associated with additional auxiliary samples arrays, which may, for example, specify transparency information or depth maps. Each picture or sample array is usually decomposed into blocks. The blocks (or the corresponding blocks of sample arrays) are predicted by either inter-picture prediction or intra-picture prediction. The blocks can have different sizes and can be either quadratic or rectangular. The partitioning of a picture into blocks can be either fixed by the syntax, or it can be (at least partly) signaled inside the bitstream. Often syntax elements are transmitted that signal the subdivision for blocks of predefined sizes. Such syntax elements may specify whether and how a block is subdivided into smaller blocks and being associated coding parameters, e.g. for the purpose of prediction. For all samples of a block (or the corresponding blocks of sample arrays) the decoding of the associated coding parameters is specified in a certain way. In the example, all samples in a block are predicted using the same set of prediction parameters, such as reference indices (identifying a reference picture in the set of already coded pictures), motion parameters (specifying a measure for the movement of a blocks between a reference picture and the current picture), parameters for specifying the interpolation filter, intra prediction modes, etc. The motion parameters can be represented by displacement vectors with a horizontal and vertical component or by
higher order motion parameters such as affine motion parameters consisting of six components. It is also possible that more than one set of particular prediction parameters (such as reference indices and motion parameters) are associated with a single block. In that case, for each set of these particular prediction parameters, a single intermediate prediction signal for the block (or the corresponding blocks of sample arrays) is generated, and the final prediction signal is built by a combination including superimposing the intermediate prediction signals. The corresponding weighting parameters and potentially also a constant offset (which is added to the weighted sum) can either be fixed for a picture, or a reference picture, or a set of reference pictures, or they can be included in the set of prediction parameters for the corresponding block. The difference between the original blocks (or the corresponding blocks of sample arrays) and their prediction signals, also referred to as the residual signal, is usually transformed and quantized. Often, a two-dimensional transform is applied to the residual signal (or the corresponding sample arrays for the residual block). For transform coding, the blocks (or the corresponding blocks of sample arrays), for which a particular set of prediction parameters has been used, can be further split before applying the transform. The transform blocks can be equal to or smaller than the blocks that are used for prediction. It is also possible that a transform block includes more than one of the blocks that are used for prediction. Different transform blocks can have different sizes and the transform blocks can represent quadratic or rectangular blocks. After transform, the resulting transform coefficients are quantized and so-called transform coefficient levels are obtained. The transform coefficient levels as well as the prediction parameters and, if present, the subdivision information is entropy coded.

The state-of-the-art in multi-view video coding extends the 2-d video coding techniques in a straightforward way. Conceptually, two or more video sequences, which correspond to the different views, are coded (or decoded) in parallel. Or more specifically, for each access unit (or time instant), the pictures corresponding to the different views are coded in a given view order. An MVC bitstream always contains a base view, which can be decoded without any reference to other views. This ensures backwards compatibility with the underlying 2-d video coding standard/scheme. The bitstream is usually constructed in a way that the sub-bitstream corresponding to the base view (and in addition sub-bitstreams corresponding to particular subsets of the coded views) can be extracted in a simple way by discarding some packets of the entire bitstream. In order to exploit dependencies between views, pictures of already coded views of the current access unit can be used for the prediction of blocks of the current view. This prediction is often referred to as disparity-compensated prediction or inter-view prediction. It is basically identical to the motion-compensated prediction in conventional 2-d video coding; the only difference is that the reference picture represents a picture of a different view inside the current access
unit (i.e., at the same time instant) and not a picture of the same view at a different time instant. For incorporating inter-view prediction in the design of the underlying 2-d video coding scheme, for each picture, one or more reference picture lists are constructed. For the base view (independently decodable view), only conventional temporal reference pictures are inserted into the reference picture lists. However, for all other views, inter-view reference pictures can be inserted into a reference picture list in addition (or instead of) temporal reference pictures. Which pictures are inserted into a reference picture list determined by the video coding standard/scheme and/or signaled inside the bitstream (e.g., in a parameter set and/or slice header). Whether a temporal or inter-view reference picture is chosen for a particular block of the current view is then signaled by coding (or inferring) a reference picture index. i.e., the inter-view reference pictures are used in exactly the same way as conventional temporal reference pictures; only the construction of the reference picture lists of slightly extended.

The current state-of-the-art in multi-view video coding is the Multi-view Video Coding (MVC) extension of ITU-T Rec. H.264 | ISO/TEC JTC 1 [1][2]. MVC is a straightforward extension of ITU-T Rec. H.264 | ISO/IEC JTC 1 towards multi-view video coding. Beside some extensions of the high level syntax, the only tool that has been added is the disparity-compensated prediction as described above. However, it should be noted that disparity-compensated prediction is typically only used for a small percentage of block. Except for regions that are covered or uncovered due to the motion inside a scene, the temporal motion-compensated prediction typically provides a better prediction signal than the disparity-compensated prediction, in particular if the temporal distance between the current and the reference picture is small. The overall coding efficiency could be improved if the temporal motion-compensated prediction could be combined with suitable inter-view prediction techniques. There is a conceptually similar problem in scalable video coding, where two representations of the same video sequence with different resolutions or fidelities are coded in a single bitstream. For the enhancement layer, there are in principle two possibilities to prediction a block of samples (if we ignore spatial intra prediction), using a temporal motion-compensated prediction from an already coded enhancement layer picture or an inter-layer prediction from the lower layer. In Scalable Video Coding (SVC) extension [3], the conventional temporal motion-compensated prediction has been combined with an inter-layer prediction of motion parameters. For an enhancement layer block, it provides the possibility to re-use the motion data of the co-located base layer block, but apply it to the enhancement layer (i.e., use the enhancement layer reference picture with base layer motion data). In this way, the temporal motion-compensated prediction inside a layer is efficiently combined with an inter-layer prediction of motion data. The general idea behind this technique is that all layers in a scalable bitstream show
the same content, and hence also the motion inside each layer is the same. It does not necessarily mean that the best motion parameters for one layer are also the best motion parameters for a following layer due to the following effects: (1) The quantization of the reference pictures modifies the sample values and since different layers are quantized differently, the motion parameters that give the smallest distortion can be different for different layers; (2) Since the layers are coded at different bit rates, a particular set of motion parameters usually corresponds to a different trade-off between rate and distortion. And in rate-distortion optimized coding (which is for example achieved by minimizing of the Lagrangian functional $D + \lambda R$ of the distortion $D$ and the associated rate $R$), different motion parameters can be optimal in rate-distortion sense for different layers (the operating point given by $\lambda$ as well as the associated distortion or rate can be different). Nonetheless, the (optimal) motion parameters in base and enhancement layer are usually similar. And it is typically very likely that a mode the re-uses the motion parameters of the base layer (and is therefore associated with a small rate $R$) leads to a smaller overall cost ($D + \lambda R$) than the optimal mode that is independent of the base layer. Or in other words, it is likely that the distortion increase $\Delta D$ that is associated by choosing the mode with base layer motion data instead of the mode with optimal enhancement motion data is smaller than the cost that is associated with the decrease in rate ($\Delta D + \lambda \Delta R < 0$).

Conceptually, a similar concept as for SVC can also be used in multi-view video coding. The multiple cameras capture the same video scene from different perspective. However, if a real world object moves in the scene, the motion parameters in different captured views are not independent. But in contrast to scalable coding, where the position of an object is the same in all layers (a layer represent just a different resolution or a different quality of the same captured video), the interrelationship of the projected motion is more complicated and depends on several camera parameters as well as on the 3-d relationships in the real-world scene. But if all relevant camera parameters (such as focal length, distance of the cameras, and direction of the optical axis of the cameras) as well as the distance of the projected object points (depth map) are given, the motion inside a particular view can be derived based on the motion of another view. In general, for coding a video sequence or view, we don’t need to know the exact motion of the object points; instead simple parameters such as motion vectors for blocks of samples are sufficient. In this spirit, also the relationship of the motion parameters between different views can be simplified to some extent

Thus, it is an object of the present invention to provide a more efficient multi-view coding concept.
This object is achieved by the subject matter of the pending independent claims.

The basic idea underlying the present invention is that a gain in multi-view coding may be achieved if the residual signal involved with coding a dependent view of the multi-view signal is predicted from a reference residual signal of the current picture of the reference view using block-granular disparity-compensated prediction, i.e. using disparity compensated prediction with a disparity defined at, and varying with, block granularity so that each block of the current picture of the dependent view has its own disparity displacement such as its own disparity vector, associated therewith. In other words, it is an idea of the present invention that a remaining similarity between the residual signal involved with predictively coding the reference view may be used in order to predict the residual signal involved with predictively coding the dependent view, provided that the disparity displacement is estimated at a sufficient spatial resolution and/or at a sufficient estimation accuracy. In this regard, the present invention is also based on the inventors having discovered that disparity information is often available in multi-view data streams for coding the dependent view, such as for blocks of the dependent view coded in an inter-view block coding mode. Predicting the residual signal of the current picture of the dependent view may, however, not only be performed for blocks for which disparity displacement information is already available in form of disparity data for inter-view coded blocks, or in form of explicitly signaled information within the multi-view view data stream. Rather, embodiments of the present invention reveal that there is enough information within a multi-view data stream so as to estimate such disparity displacement at a sufficient accuracy so that this estimate is also available irrespective from the just-mentioned conditions.

Preferred implementations of the present invention are the subject of the dependent claims.

Preferred embodiments of the present invention are set out in more detail below with regard to the figures, among which

Fig. 1a shows a block diagram of an apparatus for reconstructing a multi-view signal in accordance with an embodiment;

Fig. 1b shows a schematic diagram illustrating components of a multi-view signal in accordance with various embodiments;

Fig. 1c shows schematically a functionality of the embodiment of Fig. 1a in accordance with a specific variant with regard to the disparity estimator;
Fig. 1d shows schematically an embodiment of Fig. 1a in accordance with a further specific variant for the disparity estimator;

Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of an apparatus for encoding a multi-view signal fitting to the apparatus of Fig. 1 in accordance with an embodiment;

Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of an apparatus for reconstructing a multi-view signal in accordance with a more detailed implementation of the embodiment of Fig. 1;

Fig. 4 shows a block diagram of an apparatus for encoding a multi-view signal fitting to the apparatus of Fig. 3;

Fig. 5a shows a concept of determining a residual block in an already coded view that is used for predicting the residual of a current block in a current view (example with actual data);

Fig. 5b shows a concept of determining a residual block in an already coded view that is used for predicting the residual of a current block in a current view (example with actual data);

Fig. 6 shows a basic process for mapping a depth map given for one view to another view: (left) given depth map for a view, where the grey area represents a background and white area represents a foreground object; (middle) converted depth map obtained by displacing the samples with the disparity vectors that corresponds to the depth values and keeping the foreground object for locations to which more than one sample is projected, the black area represents occluded area to which no sample has been projected; (right) converted depth map after filling the occluded areas by the depth value for the background;

Fig. 7 shows a generation of depth maps (using disparity vectors) for a random access unit;

Fig. 8 shows temporal prediction of an estimated depth map using the motion parameters coded in the base view;
Fig. 9 shows an update of the depth map using actually coded motion and disparity vectors; and

Fig. 10 shows a general relationship between projected objects points, temporal motion vectors, and disparity vectors in the pictures of different views and time instances.

Fig. 1a shows an embodiment for an apparatus 10 for reconstructing a multi-view signal 12 coded into a multi-view data stream 14. The apparatus 10 comprises an input 16 for the multi-view data stream 14, and two outputs 18a and 18b for a reference view signal 20 and a dependent view signal 22, respectively. Further, apparatus 10 comprises a reference-view reconstructor 24 connected between input 16 and output 18a, and a dependent-view reconstructor 26 connected between input 16 and output 18b. Optionally, a depth map estimator 28 of apparatus 10 may be connected between reference-view reconstructor 24 and dependent-view reconstructor 26 with a significance and the way of connection being set out in more detail below.

The apparatus or decoder 10 of Fig. 1 is configured to reconstruct the multi-view signal 12 from the multi-view data stream 14. In doing so, the apparatus may obey a predetermined coding/decoding order according to which the reference signal 20 is processed prior to dependent view 22.

Fig. 1b illustrates possible components within multi-view signal 12. As illustrated in Fig. 1b, the multi-view signal 12 may not only represent a spatial sampling of one common scene from different view directions or view points associated with respective views 20 and 22, but also a temporal sampling of this scene as it is illustrated in Fig. 1b exemplarily by showing three consecutive time instants T - 1, T and T + 1 along a time axis 30. For each time instant, each view 20 and 22 comprises a picture 32t_1 and 32t_2, respectively, with a time instant to which these pictures belong, being indicated in Fig. 1b in parenthesis. Each picture 32t_1 and 32t_2 represents a respective texture map, i.e. a spatial sampling of the color, luminance, intensity or brightness in this scene as seen from the respective view points, respectively.

It is noted that Fig. 1b shows both views 20 and 22 as having their pictures 32t_1 and 32t_2 temporally aligned. However, this is not necessarily the case. The pictures 32t_1 and 32t_2 may be interlaced, or the time resolution between view 20 and view 22 may even differ.
The decoder 10 is configured to process, or reconstruct, the multi-view signal 12 sequentially in time. To be more precise, decoder 10 is configured to reconstruct the pictures $32t_{i_2}$ of the views 20 and 22 of the multi-view signal 12 of a certain time instant, such as $T - 1$, prior to continuing with processing the views 20 and 22 regarding the subsequent time instant $T$, i.e. prior to reconstructing pictures $32t_{i_2}(T)$. In this regard, it is noted that the temporal coding order among the time instants of the multi-view signal 12 may be equal to the presentation time order of the pictures $32t_{i_2}$ or may differ therefrom.

As also shown in Fig. 1b, the multi-view signal 12 may additionally not only represent a spatial or spatio-temporal sampling of the texture of the common scene from the different view directions or view points associated with the respective views 20 and 22, but also a spatial or spatio-temporal sampling of this scene with regard to depth. For example, as illustrated in Fig. 1b, each picture $32t_{i_2}$ may comprise, or may have associated therewith, a respective depth map $34d_i$ and $34d_2$. As known in the art, the additional information sent by these depth maps $34d_{i,2}$ may be used by an intermediate-view synthesizer downstream to output 18a and 18b, respectively, in order to synthesize intermediate views between views 20 and 22 from the pictures $32t_{i_2}$. Regarding the afore-mentioned coding order, the decoder 10 may be configured to use a decoding order according to which the texture of the reference view is reconstructed prior to the associated depth, with merely then stepping forward to reconstruct the texture, followed by its depth map, of the dependent view of the same time instant, wherein after the same information is reconstructed for the next time instant and so forth.

It is noted that Fig. 1 assumes that each picture $32t_{i_2}$ comprises a respective depth map $34d_{i,2}$, but this does not need to be the case. The temporal resolution of the depth map $34d_{i,2}$ may differ from the associated sequence of pictures $32t_{i_2}$. Moreover, even the time resolution between views 20 and 22 may differ. Naturally, the same applies to the spatial resolution of the texture and depth maps. Texture map resolution and depth resolution may differ from each other in time and/or spatial dimensions.

Finally with regard to Fig. 1b, it is noted that the term "picture" is used herein in two meanings, namely first, to denote the conglomeration of all spatially sampled information of a respective view for a certain time instant, such as texture and depth map together, and second, merely the texture at the current time instant. The context will reveal which meaning is respectively meant.

Thus, back to Fig. 1a, the mode of operation of decoder 10 shall be explained. As already noted above, decoder 10 is configured to process the multi-view signal 12, i.e. to
reconstruct same, sequentially in time. To be more precise, decoder 10 may be configured to reconstruct the pictures $32t_{1,2}$ and the respective depth maps $34d_{1,2}$ of a certain time instant, such as $T - 1$, prior to continuing with processing the pictures and depth maps of another time instant $T$. In particular, the reference-view reconstructor 24 is configured to reconstruct the reference view 20, while dependent-view reconstructor 26 is configured to reconstruct the dependent view 22. Reference-view reconstructor 24 reconstructs the reference view 20 from a reference view portion 36 of the multi-view data stream 14, while dependent-view reconstructor 26 reconstructs the dependent view 22 based on a dependent view portion 38 of the multi-view data stream 14. In fact, reference-view reconstructor 24 and dependent-view reconstructor 26 may be configured to operate in a similar manner. For example, reference reconstructor 24 and dependent-view reconstructor 26 both use predictive coding in order to reconstruct the respective signal 20 and 22, respectively. The dependent-view reconstructor is configured to reconstruct the dependent view 22 of the multi-view signal 12 using block-based predictive coding, and the reference-view reconstructor may likewise use block-based predictive coding in order to reconstruct the reference view 20 of the multi-view signal 12. Both may, for example, be configured as a hybrid video decoder, respectively. The reference-view reconstructor 24 reconstructs, for example, the picture or texture map $32t_1$ of a current time instant $T$ by assigning a respective one of available block coding modes to the blocks 40 into which this picture is subdivided. The subdivision of the picture $32t_1$ into blocks may be predefined by default, or may be signaled within the multi-view data stream 14. The subdivision may subdivide picture $32t_1$ in a regular manner into blocks of the same size or blocks of different size. For example, the sub-division may first sub-divide the picture regularly into rows and columns of tree-root blocks which, in turn, are sub-divided using multi-tree sub-divisioning with the information concerning the latter being, for example, signaled for each tree-root block in the data stream 14. In other words, a multi-tree subdivisioning may be possible so that the block size of the blocks 40 may be locally adapted to the picture content.

The coding modes available may comprise one or more intra prediction modes according to which reference-view reconstructor 24 fills the respective block 40 by prediction from already reconstructed samples of already reconstructed blocks preceding the current block in a decoding order defined among the blocks of picture $32t_1$, and/or one or more inter prediction block coding modes according to which reference-view reconstructor 24 reconstructs the respective block by motion compensated prediction using motion data such as motion vectors, reference picture indices and the like. For example, for illustration purposes two blocks are exemplarily shown to be reconstructed by inter prediction. The motion data 42 for these inter-predicted blocks may comprise motion vectors used by reference-view reconstructor 24 to copy respective portions of a reconstructed version of a
reference picture 32ti indexed by a reference index also comprised by the motion data 42. The motion data 42 is comprised by the reference view portion 36 of multi-view data stream 14.

Reference-view reconstructor 24 may, however, also be responsible for reconstructing the depth map 34di, if present, of the current picture 32ti of the current time instance T of the reference view 20 from a reference view depth map portion of portion 36. As illustrated in Fig. 1a, reference-view reconstructor 24 may also use a block-wise processing in order to reconstruct the depth map 34di. The subdivision of depth map 34di may be spatially adopted from the subdivision of the corresponding picture 32ti, or subdivision information may be contained in multi-view data stream 14 with regard to depth map 34di. The coding modes which reference-view reconstructor 24 supports for the blocks 44 of depth map 34di may or may not comprise the coding modes available for blocks 40 of picture 32t1. Additionally, however, other coding modes may be available as well. For example, some blocks of depth map 34di may be predicted from already reconstructed portions 40 of picture 32t1 of the same time instant. It should be noted that even the coding modes assigned to blocks 44 may be adopted by reference-view reconstructor 24 from the coding modes of co-located blocks 40 of picture 32t1. Otherwise, the coding modes for blocks 44 and 40 are conveyed within the multi-view data stream 14. For illustration purposes, two blocks of blocks 44 of depth map 34di are exemplarily shown to be inter predicted using motion data 46, such as by copying from corresponding portions - i.e. portions pointed to by a motion vector of the motion data from a position co-located to the respective block - of a referenced, already reconstructed depth map 34di indexed, for example, by a reference index which may also be comprised by the motion data 46 optionally.

Similarly to the coding modes, motion data 46 may be adopted for motion data 42, or at least predicted therefrom. Together, motion data 42 and motion data 46 represent motion data 48 of the current picture or time instant T of view 20.

The dependent-view reconstructor 26 may operate quite the same as reference-view reconstructor 24 with dependent-view reconstructor 26, however, being configured to reconstruct the dependent view 22 from the dependent view portion 38. Accordingly, in reconstructing a current picture 32t2 of current time instant T, dependent-view reconstructor 26 may also use a block-wise processing using a subdivision into blocks 50 which may be fixed or signaled within multi-view data stream 14. Alternatively, depth map based inter-view prediction of the subdivision into blocks 50 as outlined in more detail below may be used by dependent-view reconstructor 26 so as to derive the subdivision into blocks 50 for view 22 from the subdivision into blocks 40 and/or blocks 44 of view 20.
Dependent-view reconstructor 26 may also use such a subdivisioning into blocks 52 for depth map 34d₂ of view 22. As far as the coding modes are concerned, dependent-view reconstructor 26 may support coding modes as they have been described with respect to the reference-view reconstructor 24. Accordingly, illustratively, two blocks 50 and two blocks 52 are exemplarily shown to be subject to inter prediction using motion data 54 and 56, respectively, so as to be appropriately copied from respective portions of a reconstructed version of previously reconstructed pictures 32t₂ and the respective depth map 34d₂, respectively. Together, this motion data 54 and 56 represents the motion data for the current picture or current time instance of view 22. In addition to these coding modes, however, dependent-view reconstructor 26 has the ability to support one or more inter-view prediction modes for using disparity-compensated prediction in order to copy respective blocks from portions of view 20 of the same time instant, which are spatially displaced from a co-located position by an amount and direction defined by associated disparity data. In Fig. 1, one disparity predicted block in picture 32t₂ and the depth map 34d₂ are exemplarily shown along with the corresponding disparity data 60 and 62, respectively. Disparity data may, for example, comprise a disparity vector or at least a disparity component along the view offset direction between views 20 and 22, and optionally a view index indicating the reference view from which the respective block of the dependent view 22 depends, which index may be favorable in case of the coexistence of more than two views as exemplarily shown in Fig. 1. Together, disparity data 60 and 62 form the disparity data for the current picture or current time instance T of view 22.

That is, reference-view reconstructor 24 and dependent-view reconstructor 26 may operate in a manner so as to reduce the redundancies between a picture and its depth map, along the time axis 30 and in inter-view direction, between views 20 and 22, as far as possible. This is also true, for example, for the prediction of the side information such as the motion data and disparity data as well as the coding modes and the subdivision information mentioned above. All of this information shows redundancies among each other in time direction, between the views and between a picture and its depth map.

Until now, the description of Fig. 1a focused on a possible base implementation for decoder 10 and reference-view reconstructor 24 and dependent-view reconstructor 26, respectively. However, the base implementation may also be different. The above description is merely to be regarded as one possible implementation, but other coding concepts underlying reference-view reconstructor 24 and other predictive block-based coding concepts for dependent-view reconstructor 26 would also be feasible.
Proceeding with a most-interesting feature of the decoder of Fig. 1a, due to the predictive coding nature of the operation of reference-view reconstructor 24, reference-view reconstructor 24 internally reconstructs a current picture of reference view 20 of the multi-view signal 12 via a prediction signal predicted from previously reconstructed portions of the multi-view signal 12, such as a previously reconstructed portion of the reference view 20, and a residual signal which reference-view reconstructor 24 derives from portion 36 of multi-view data stream 14. In particular, owing to the predictive coding nature, reference-view reconstructor 24 refines the prediction signal with the residual signal such as by adding, although other possibilities would also exist. This residual signal internally obtained within reference-view reconstructor 24 may serve as a reference residual signal 63 for dependent-view reconstructor 26. Accordingly, Fig. 1a shows reference-view reconstructor 24 as being connected to a reference input of dependent-view reconstructor 26. The dependent-view reconstructor 26 is configured to, in reconstructing the current picture of the dependent view 22, predict a residual signal for block-based predictively coding of the current picture of the dependent view 22 from this reference residual signal 63 using block-granular disparity-compensated prediction. That is, in case of the dependent-view reconstructor 26 being implemented as a hybrid video decoder as outlined above, dependent-view reconstructor 26 may support a coding option for blocks 50, or 50 and 52, according to which the residual signal for refining the prediction signal as obtained via the aforementioned block coding modes, such as intra, inter and/or inter-view block coding mode, is refined by a residual signal which, in turn, is predicted from the reference residual signal 63 by use of block-individually defined disparity displacement such a displacement vectors. That is, dependent-view reconstructor 26 may predict the residual signal for a block 50 or 52 of the dependent view 22 via copying a respective portion of the reference residual signal 63 of the current picture of the reference view 20, displaced from a location corresponding to this block of the current picture of the dependent view 22 according to the disparity displacement such as the afore-mentioned disparity vector. There are different possibilities for as to how the disparity displacement for the respective block may be obtained, with these possibilities outlined in more detail below. In any case, due to the prediction of the residual signal for the current picture of the dependent view 22, dependent-view reconstructor 26 may not even have to refine the predicted residual signal of the current picture of the dependent view based on an second order prediction signal explicitly signaled within the multi-view data stream 14 and portion 38 thereof, respectively.

Thus, in the following description, different possibilities are described for as to how to obtain the disparity displacement for the currently reconstructed block of the current picture of the dependent view 22. A further discussion will reveal different possibilities for
realizing the block-based disparity-compensated prediction using the derived disparity displacement. However, before turning to the discussion of these possible implementation details, the above description of a possible base implementation is finalized with regard to further inter-view redundancy removal features which could be implemented in the decoder of Fig. 10 in case of an implementation thereof in the form of an hybrid video decoder - inter-layer redundancy removal features also using the block-based disparity compensation using the derived disparity displacement for the blocks.

For example, in order to more efficiently exploit the redundancy between views 20 and 22, the dependent-view reconstructor 26 may be configured to - with the preliminary assumption that the dependent-view reconstructor 26 has the block-individual disparity displacement at hand - predict the motion data 54 and/or 56 of inter-predicted blocks of the current picture (including its depth map $34d_2$, if present) of the dependent view 22 based on the disparity displacement for these inter-predicted blocks within view 22. Then, this predicted motion data is used in motion-compensated predicting these blocks. For example, the dependent-view reconstructor 24 may be configured to, in predicting the motion data 54 and/or 56 for a current block 50/52, use the respective disparity displacement for the current block 50/52 to locate one or more corresponding positions at the current time instant of the reference view 20 and use the motion data for the one or more blocks of the reference view 20 at the located positions to serve as a predictor for the motion data 54/56 of the current block of the current picture of the dependent view 22. Naturally, refinement data in order to signal a prediction residual for the motion data 54/56 may be comprised by the dependent view portion 38, i.e. motion residual data, and used by dependent-view reconstructor 26 to refine the motion data 54/56. Even the combination is possible: blocks 50/52 of the inter block coding mode, the motion data of which has been predicted from motion data 42/46 of blocks 40/44 located at positions determined by the respective disparity displacement for the blocks 50/52, may be refined using a residual signal which, in turn, is likewise predicted by copying a respective disparity-displaced portion from the reference residual signal.

The following description is structured as follows. First, an embodiment for an encoder fitting to the decoder of Fig. 1a is described with respect to Fig. 2. Then, a more detailed implementation possibility for the decoder and encoder of Figs. 1a and 2 is described with respect to Figs. 3 and 4. Thereinafter, different possibilities for obtaining the disparity displacement for the individual blocks of the current picture of the dependent view are discussed. Later, specific implementation details concerning the disparity-compensated residual prediction are discussed. Then, specific possibilities for the mode of operation for the disparity estimator 28 are discussed in accordance with two specific ways of providing
the disparity displacement data. Finally, further possible advantageous implementations
details are described.

Fig. 2 shows an apparatus for encoding the multi-view signal 12 into the multi-view data
stream 14 and comprises, to this end, a reference view encoder 80 and a dependent-view
encoder 82. Optionally, encoder 90 of Fig. 2 may comprise a disparity estimator 84
connected between reference-view encoder 80 and dependent-view encoder 82.
Analogously to decoder 10 of Fig. 1a, reference view encoder 80 is configured to
predictively encode the reference view 20 of the multi-view signal 12 while dependent-
view encoder 82 is configured to encode the dependent view 22 of the multi-view signal 12
using block-based predictive coding. The dependent view encoder 82 is configured to, in
encoding the current picture of the dependent view 22, predict a residual signal of the
current picture of the dependent view 22 from a reference residual signal 63 of the current
picture of the reference view 20 using block-granular disparity-compensated prediction. As
is known in the art, encoder 90 of Fig. 2, although acting very similar to the decoder of Fig.
1a as far as the finally chosen and finally coded prediction parameters and residual signals
signaled within the multi-view data stream 14 are concerned, differs from the decoder in
that the encoder may select the prediction parameters such as coding modes, the prediction
parameters associated with the chosen coding modes, the accuracy of coding the residual
signal and so forth, out of a magnitude of different possibilities and combinations by
optimizing some cost function depending on, for example, compression rate and/or
compression distortion.

As mentioned above, Fig. 3 shows a possible implementation of the decoder of Fig. 1a in
more detail. According to Fig. 3, the reference-view reconstructor 24 and the dependent-
view reconstructor 26 are structured very similarly, so that the following description of
Fig. 3 starts with a description of the internal structure of reference-view reconstructor 24
and then proceeds with the description of dependent-view reconstructor 26.

The reference-view reconstructor 24 comprises an input 300 for receiving the reference-
view portion 36, and an output 302 for outputting reference signal 20. A further output 304
is provided for outputting the reference residual signal 63. Internally, reference-view
reconstructor 24 comprises a data stream extractor 306, a main predictor 308, a residual
predictor 310, and an inverse transformer 312. The data stream extractor 306 is configured
to extract prediction parameters 314 and residual data 316 from the reference view portion
36. The extraction may be based on lossless entropy decoding such as VLC or arithmetic
decoding. A prediction parameter output at which the prediction parameters 314 are output,
is connected to a parameter input of main predictor 308 and, optionally, with a parameter
input of residual predictor 310. A residual output of data stream extractor 306 at which the residual data 316 is output, is connected to an input of inverse transformer 312. Further, reference-view reconstructor 24 comprises a first combiner - here exemplarily depicted and embodied as an adder - 318 having a first input connected to an output of main predictor 308, and an output connected to the input of main predictor 308. Likewise, a second combiner - here exemplarily also embodied and depicted as an adder - 320, is provided, which has its first input connected to an output of residual predictor 310. An output of combiner 320 is connected to the second input of combiner 318, and the second input of combiner 320, in turn, is connected to an output of inverse transformer 312 so that, altogether, data stream extractor 306, inverse transformer 312 and combiners 320 and 318 are serially connected - in the order of their mentioning - between input 300 and output 302. As shown in Fig. 3, the input of the residual predictor 310 may be connected to its output or to the output of adder 320. Different options also exist for the connection to reference residual signal output 304. The output of adder 320, or the output of residual predictor 310 may be connected to output 304.

The functionality of the reference-view reconstructor 24 of Fig. 3 is as follows. The data stream extractor 306 extracts residual data 316 and prediction parameters 314 from the reference-view portion 36 of multi-view data stream 14. As already outlined with respect to Fig. 1a, the reference-view reconstructor 24 operates on a block basis so that the prediction parameters 314, for example, assign a respective block coding mode to each block of the reference view 20. For texture blocks 40 (see Fig. 1b) an intra prediction mode and an inter prediction mode may be available, with this possibility illustrated in Fig. 3 by showing the main predictor 308 as comprising an intra predictor 308a and an inter predictor 308b. The prediction parameters 314 may convey prediction parameters specific for the respective block coding mode for the respective blocks 40. For example, the intra prediction mode, which intra predictor 308a is responsible for, may be controlled via an intra prediction direction along which the current block is filled based on previously reconstructed samples of neighboring, already reconstructed blocks of the current picture.

The inter predictor 308b is responsible for the inter prediction block coding mode and controlled via motion data conveyed by the prediction parameters 314 so as to copy respective portions of previously reconstructed pictures of the reference view signal 20 with the location of the portions relative to the location of the inter-predicted block, and the reference picture being indicated by the motion data. Generally, intra predictor 308a and inter predictor 308b may also be available, and may function similarly, with respect to depth blocks 44 if depth maps are transmitted within the reference view 20. However, additional predictors not shown in Fig. 3 may be available or predicting the content of the depth map within the current block 44 using already reconstructed portions of the current
texture map of view 20. Altogether, the main predictor 308 provides at its output a prediction signal 322, some blocks of which have been obtained by intra prediction while others have been obtained by inter prediction. Combining this prediction signal 322 at combiner 318 with a residual signal 324 reveals the reconstructed signal, namely the reconstructed reference view 20.

Instead of explicitly transmitting this residual signal 324 in full by way of the residual data 316 for all blocks 40/44, the reference-view reconstructor 24 may, optionally, have additionally the residual predictor 310. It should be immediately noted that the residual predictor 310 forms merely an optional feature of Fig. 3 and may, alternatively, be left away, with the output of inverse transformer 312 being in that case directly connected to the second input of combiner 318 so as to provide the residual signal 324 directly. However, if the residual predictor 310 is present, same may be configured to predict the residual signal 324 temporally by motion compensated prediction so as to obtain a residual prediction signal 326 which, when combined with the second order residual signal as output by inverse transformer 312, namely 328, then forms the residual signal 324.

The intra predictor 310a of residual predictor 310 may be configured to use, as a reference, either the reconstructed residual signal 324 of previous (previously reconstructed) pictures, or the residual prediction signal 326 of such previous pictures. That is, intra predictor 310a may copy a portion out of this reference, located according to respective residual prediction motion data signaled within the prediction parameters 314 for those blocks for which the residual prediction that residual predictor 310 is responsible for, is activated.

The inverse transformer 312 uses the residual data 316 to form the second order residual signal 328 which is, for blocks for which the residual prediction is turned off, equal to the residual signal 324. The inverse transformer 312 may perform a block-wise transform such as IDCT or the like, in order to obtain signal 328 from respective transform coefficient levels within residual data 316. The transform blocks within which inverse transformer 312 performs the individual transformations may coincide with the blocks for which the block coding modes are signaled within parameters 314 or may form a subdivision thereof, with a subdivision possibly signaled within residual data 316. Alternatively, transform blocks may cross block boundaries of blocks 40/44.

Beyond the just provided description of Fig. 3, the other specific details mentioned above with respect to Fig. 1a are also valid for Fig. 3. For example, prediction parameters for a current block may be predicted from prediction parameters of previously reconstructed blocks of the same picture or a previous picture of the reference view 22. This also applies.
to the coding mode of the current block. Further, all of the above mentioned possibilities with regard to the subdivision of the current picture into blocks 40/44 are also valid for Fig. 3.

As already mentioned at the beginning of the description of Fig. 3, the internal structure of the dependent-view reconstructor 26 largely coincides with that of reference-view reconstructor 24, and accordingly the same reference signs are used for the internal elements of dependent-view reconstructor 26 as far as these elements likewise occurring within the reference-view reconstructor 24, are concerned. The only difference is an apostrophe used for elements within the dependent-view reconstructor 26. Focusing on the difference in the internal structure of reconstructors 24 and 26, residual predictor 310' is no longer an optional feature. Rather, the residual predictor 310' renders, at least for some blocks 50/52 of the dependent view 22, an inter-view residual prediction mode available for which an inter-view predictor 330 of residual predictor 310' assumes responsibility. An inter residual predictor 310b' may optionally also be present so as to perform a alternative way of predicting the residual, namely via respective residual prediction motion data as described above with respect to module 310b. The inter-view residual predictor 330 is connected between a reference residual signal input 332 of dependent-view reconstructor 26 which, in turn, is connected to the reference residual signal output 304 of reference-view reconstructor 24 so as to receive the reference residual signal 63, and, via the output of residual predictor 310', to the first input of combiner 320'. A further difference to reference-view reconstructor 24, is related to the additional presence of an inter-view prediction mode within main predictor 308', which an inter-view predictor 308c' is responsible for. The inter-view predictor 308c' copies respective portions of the reconstructed current picture of the reference signal 20 of the same time instant, located at a position determined by disparity data associated with the respective disparity-compensated block 50/52. A respective connection connecting inter-view predictor 308c' with the output of combiner 318 of reference-view reconstructor 24 is not shown in Fig. 3 for the sake of focusing the present description to the residual prediction performed by inter-view predictor 330.

In any case, the prediction signal 322' of the dependent-view reconstructor 26 is, in accordance with the specific example of Fig. 3, composed of blocks being obtained by intra prediction, blocks obtained by inter prediction and blocks obtained by inter-view prediction. For some of these blocks for which the residual prediction option is turned on by prediction parameters 314', inter-view predictor 330 predicts the residual signal 324' by copying a respective portion out of the residual signal 324 for the current picture of the reference view, or the residual prediction signal 326 for the current picture of the reference
view 20, i.e. the reference residual signal 63. The position of the respective portion is determined by inter-view predictor 330 by use of a disparity displacement specific to this block. Different possibilities exist as to how inter-view predictor 330 determines the disparity displacement for the current block, with these different possibilities outlined in more detail below.

Before beginning to describe the different possibilities for obtaining the disparity displacement underlying the block-based disparity compensated residual prediction for the embodiment of Fig. 1a and the implementation of Fig. 3, it shall be noted that not only the residual predictor 310 of the reference-view reconstructor 24 is optional, but also the inverse transformers 312 and 312', which may be left away with the second order residual signal 328 being then signaled in the spatial domain within residual data 316 rather than in the transform domain as it was described above. Moreover, the inter predictor 310b' is optional as already noted above.

Further, for the sake of completeness, Fig. 4 shows an embodiment for an encoder fitting to the decoder of Fig. 3. Many of the elements within the encoder of Fig. 4 are equal to those, or correspond to those, indicated in Fig. 3, and accordingly, all of these elements are not described again. Rather, the elements differing from the decoder structure of Fig. 3 are described, wherein it is additionally pointed out that, naturally, the encoder of Fig. 4 first selects all the prediction parameters and the residual data finally transmitted within the data stream in accordance with some optimization routine as already outlined above.

In particular, the reference-view encoder 80 comprises an input 400 at which reference view signal 20 enters, and an output 402 at which the reference view portion 36 of multi-view data stream 14 is output. Internally, reference-view encoder 80 comprises two subtracters 404 and 406, a transformer 408 and a data stream inserter 410 connected in series to each other between input 400 and output 402. The inverting input of subtracter 404 is connected to the output of main predictor 308 so as to receive the prediction signal 322. Subtracter 406 is arranged downstream to subtracter 404 so as to have its non-inverting input connected to the output of subtracter 404. Further, the inverting input of subtracter 406 is connected to the output of residual predictor 310. As a further difference to the structure shown in Fig. 3, the main predictor 308 and the residual predictor 310 have a prediction parameter output rather than a prediction parameter input as their functionality also encompasses the finding of the optimal set of prediction parameters and sending these prediction parameters 314 finally selected to a respective prediction parameter input of data stream inserter 410. Likewise, the transformer 408 outputs the residual data 316 to a residual input of data stream inserter 410. The remaining elements of reference-view
encoder 80 correspond to those indicated above with respect to Fig. 3. Likewise, the
dependent-view encoder 82 differs from the construction of the dependent-view
reconstructor 26 in the way indicated in Fig. 4. That is, the differences correspond to those
already described with respect to the reference-view encoder 80 compared to the reference-
view reconstructor 24. For the sake of completeness, it is noted that the transformers 408
and 408', which perform a spectral decomposition such as an DCT, may be left away in
case of the inverse transformers 312 and 312' being left away as well.

Thus, the functionality of the encoders 80 and 82 largely coincides with the functionality
described above with respect to the decoder of Fig. 3. The subtracters 404 and 406 operate
on the original versions of reference and dependent view 20 and 22 so as to obtain the
actual first order residual signal 412 and the actual second order residual signal 414 (which
may represent the first order residual signal in case of the residual prediction mode being
switched off), wherein the transformer 408 lossy encodes the actual second order signal
414 so as to derive the residual data 316, i.e. the residual data in the transform domain. The
data stream inserter 410 may, corresponding to the data stream extractor 306, perform a
lossless entropy coding such as VLC or arithmetic coding so as to insert the residual data
316 and the prediction parameters 314 into the reference-view portion 36 and dependent-
view portion 38, respectively.

Now, after having described the embodiments of Fig. 1a and 2, and the corresponding
possible detailed implementations with respect to Figs. 3 and 4, in the following, possible
variants in order to obtain the disparity displacement underlying the block-based disparity
compensated residual prediction are described with respect to these figures.

For example, in accordance with a first variant, the disparity displacement underlying the
block-based disparity compensated residual prediction is obtained from an explicitly
signaled depth-map 34di(T) of the current picture 32ti of the reference view 20. In
particular, in accordance with this variant, the reference-view reconstructor 24 is
configured to predictively reconstruct the current picture 32ti of the reference view 20 of
the multi-view signal 12, including the depth map 34di of the current picture of the
reference view 20, so as to obtain a reconstructed version of the depth map 34d1(T).
Looking at Fig. 3, this depth map 34di(T) may be coupled to disparity estimator 28 which,
in accordance with this variant, has, to this end, a reference depth map input connected to
the output 302 of the reference-view reconstructor 24, while an output thereof is connected
to a depth map estimate input of inter-view predictor 330. In accordance with this variant,
the disparity estimator 28 is configured to estimate the disparity displacement for a current
block 50/52 of the current time instant of the dependent view 22 from the reconstructed
version of the depth map $34d_i(T)$ of the current time instant $T$ of the reference view 20, and the dependent-view reconstructor 26 is configured to predict the residual signal 324 of the current block 50/52 of the current time instant of the dependent view 22 by copying a portion of the reference residual signal 63, displaced from a location of the current block 50/52 of the current time instant of the dependent view 22 according to the disparity displacement thus estimated.

For example, and as illustrated in Fig. 1c, the disparity estimator may warp 66 a reconstructed version of the depth/disparity map $34d_i(T)$ of the current time instant $T$ of the reference view into the dependent view 22 to obtain a depth/disparity map estimate 64 for the current time instant $T$ of the dependent view 22 and obtain the disparity displacement for the current block 50/52 from the estimated depth/disparity map 64. This means the following. Although the description so far suggested that the depth maps indicate the depth of the scene in terms of depth values, a disparity map may be used as well since depth and disparity are related to each other in a known manner. In case of the depth/disparity maps $34d_i$ actually being depth maps, the depth estimator 28 may be configured to, in warping 66 the depth map $34d_i$ of the reference view 20 into the dependent view 22, derive disparity vectors of the current time instant $T$ of the reference view 20 from the depth map $34d_i$ of the current time instant $T$ of the reference view 20 and apply the derived disparity vectors onto the depth map $34d_i$ of the current time instant of the reference view 20 itself so as to obtain the depth map estimate 64. The disparity estimator 28 may then obtain the disparity displacement such as the disparity vector, for the current block 50/52 subject to inter-view residual prediction, merely by converting the depth value of this estimated depth map 64 at the location of the current block 50/52 into a disparity vector, using this disparity vector in turn in order to copy the thus determined portion from the reference residual signal, as will be outlined in more detail below with respect to Fig. 5.

In accordance with the just outlined variant, in order to derive the disparity displacement underlying the disparity compensated residual prediction, the disparity estimator 28 was present in order to provide the disparity displacement for the current block by depth-to-disparity conversion from a co-located portion of the depth map estimate 64. Favorably, this disparity displacement is available prior to starting the reconstruction of the current time instant of the dependent view 22 in accordance with the coding order outlined above. However, there are also other variants which could be used in order to obtain this disparity displacement.

In accordance with a second variant, for example, the disparity estimator 28 is configured to estimate the disparity displacement of the current block 50/52 of the current time instant
of the dependent view 22 - to be used for inter-view residual prediction - by spatial and/or
temporal prediction from a disparity displacement associated with reference blocks within
previously reconstructed portions of the dependent view, such as blocks 50/52 of the same
time instant or blocks 50/52 of a previous time instant of the dependent view 22. The
disparity displacement associated with such reference blocks may stem from blocks 50/52
coded using the inter-view prediction mode using respective disparity data 60 and 62,
respectively. This disparity data 60/62 may serve as a basis for the estimation of the
disparity displacement for the current block 50/52 of the current time instant of the
dependent view 22 for which the inter-view residual prediction shall be performed. In
accordance with this second variant, the disparity estimator 28 has a disparity data input
connected to the prediction parameter output of data stream extractor 306' and a disparity
displacement output connected to a disparity displacement input of inter-view predictor
330. That is, in that case the, dependent-view reconstructor 26 or, to be more precise, the
inter-view predictor 330, may simply use the estimated disparity displacement for the
current block 50/52 in order to locate an adequate portion of the reference residual signal
63 and use this portion for predicting the residual signal 324' within the current block
50/52, namely by copying the located portion.

In accordance with an alternative variant, the disparity displacement for the current block
subject to inter-view residual prediction is explicitly signaled within the multi-view data
stream 14 and the dependent-view portion 38, respectively. For example, the dependent-
view reconstructor 26 may, in accordance with this variant, be configured to predict the
residual signal 324' within the current block 50/52 by copying a portion of the reference
residual signal 63 displaced from a location of the current block 50/52 according to this
explicitly signaled disparity displacement. Imagine, for example, the current block 50/52
is, in accordance with the main prediction which the main predictor 308' is responsible for,
associated with the inter-view block coding mode. In that case, this block 50/52 has,
anyway, a disparity vector 60, 62 associated therewith. This vector may be used as the just
mentioned explicitly signaled disparity displacement, too.

In accordance with a further variant, the disparity estimator 28 is configured to estimate a
disparity displacement of a current block 50/52 of the current time instant of the dependent
view 22 by continuously updating a depth/disparity map of a scene of the multi-view signal
12 using disparity data 60 coded into the multi-view data stream 12 for previously
reconstructed pictures 32t₂ of the dependent view 22 and motion data 42 coded into the
multi-view data stream 14 for previously reconstructed pictures as well as the current
picture 32t₂ of the reference view 20 and deriving the estimated disparity displacement of
the current block 50/52 of the current time instant of the dependent view 22 from the
continuously updated depth/disparity map. At random access points, the depth/disparity
map estimate is initialized based on the disparity data of the picture 32t2 at the random
access point. That is, in accordance with this variant, the multi-view signal 12 may not
even comprise depth maps, neither for the reference view 20 nor for the dependent view
22. Rather, in accordance with this variant, the disparity estimator 28 is configured to
virtually provide such a depth/disparity map estimate by a continuous update using the
information conveyed by the multi-view data stream in form of the motion data 42 and the
disparity data 60. In accordance with this variant, the disparity estimator 28 has a
motion/disparity input connected to the prediction parameter outputs of data stream
extractors 306 and 306’, and a disparity displacement output connected to a disparity
displacement input of inter-view predictor 330.

With regard to Fig. 1d, the just outlined variant is described in more detail. In particular, in
accordance with this variant, the disparity estimator 28 ensures that each picture 32t1,2 has
a depth/disparity map estimate 64 associated therewith, the estimate 64 being
consecutively derived from each other in a chain of updates. That is, although the
continuous update could pertain to a disparity map estimate as well, it is preliminarily
assumed that the estimate concerns depth data. The disparity estimator 28 is configured to
continuously update the depth map estimate 64 in a ping pong manner between views 20
and 22 primarily with the aim to provide each picture 32t2 of the dependent view 22 with
such a depth map estimate 64 in order serve as a basis for the above outlined improved
inter-view redundancy reduction including the inter-view disparity compensated block-
based residual prediction.

Primarily, it is assumed that the disparity estimator 28 already has access to such a depth
estimate for one or more previous pictures 32ti of the reference view 20 such as time
instance T-1. A way how disparity estimator 28 could have gained access to this depth map
estimate 74 for the previously decoded picture 32ti of the reference view 20 is described
further below. It should be noted, however, that such depth map data could be
intermittently signaled explicitly within the multi-view data stream 14 for first pictures 32ti
of the reference view 20 within so called random access units, i.e. groups of pictures 32ti
which are decodable without reference to any previous portions of signal 12. In order to
illustrate this possibility, a dashed line connects disparity estimator 28 with input 16. In the
following description, a possibility is presented where the extra transmission of such
starting depth map is not necessary. Rather, the disparity data within the data stream
portion 38 for the first picture 32t2 of the dependent view 22 in coding order within the
random access unit is exploited to construct the starting depth map of the first picture 32ti
of the reference view 20 in coding order within the random access unit.
In particular, the disparity estimator 28 is configured to generate the depth map 64 of the current picture 32t_{2} of the dependent view 22 by applying the motion data 42 for the current picture 32t_{i} of the reference view 20 at the current time instance T onto the depth map estimate 74 of any previous picture 32t_{i} of the reference view 20 at the time instant T-1, for example. As already noted above, the reference-view reconstructor 24 reconstructs the current picture 32t_{1} of the reference view 20 using motion compensated prediction based on the motion data 42, which is signaled within the multi-view data stream 14 for the reference view 20. The disparity estimator 28 has access to this motion data 42 and uses this motion data 42 for one of the mentioned updates of the chain of updates, namely the transition 71 from the depth map estimate 74 of the reference picture 32t_{i} at the previous time instant T-1 to the depth map estimate 64 of the current picture 32t_{i} at the current time instant T. A way how this may be performed will be outlined in more detail below.

Preliminarily, it shall be sufficient to note that applying 71 the motion data 42 onto the depth map 74 for the previous time instance T-1 could mean that co-located blocks 72, i.e. portions within depth map estimate 64 of the current picture 32t_{i} which are co-located to blocks 40 for which this motion data 42 has been signaled in the stream portion 36, are updated with, i.e. copied from, content of the referenced depth map estimate, i.e. the depth map estimate 74 for the picture 32t_{1} of the previous time instance T-1 at portions within the referenced depth map estimate 74 pointed to by the motion data 42 equal to motion data 42. Remaining holes may be filled by interpolation and/or extrapolation exploiting additional information offered by the intra-coded blocks among block 40 of the current picture 32t_{1}. As a result, the depth map estimate 64 has been updated (or generated by transitioning from T-1 to T).

Again, disparity estimator 28 performs this update/transition 71 merely in order to prosecute further the chain of updates described further below so as to serve as a basis for deriving the depth map estimate 64 of the current picture 32t_{2} of the dependent view 22 of the same time instants T. To finalize the derivation, disparity estimator 28 warps the updated depth map estimate 64 of the current picture 32t_{1} of the reference view 20 into the dependent view 22 so as to obtain the depth map estimate 64 of the current picture 32t_{2} of the dependent view 22. That is, as the motion data 42 is defined merely at a block granularity, the update/transition 71 and the resulting depth map estimate 64 of view 22 as resulting from the warping 78 represent a quite coarse estimation of the depth, but as will be shown below such a coarse estimate is sufficient in order to significantly increase the efficiency in performing the inter-view redundancy reduction.
Although possible details regarding the warping 76 are also described further below, briefly spoken, the dependent-view reconstructor 26 may be configured to perform the warping 78 by deriving disparity vectors from the depth map estimate 64 of current picture 32t₁ and applying the derived disparity vectors onto the depth map estimate 64 itself, so as to obtain the warped depth map estimate 64 of the current picture 32t₂ of the dependent view 22.

Thus, as soon as disparity estimator 28 has provided dependent-view reconstructor 26 with the result of the warping 76, namely the depth map estimate 64 of the current time instant T for view 22, dependent-view reconstructor 26 is able to use this depth map estimate 64 for performing the above-outlined inter-view redundancy reduction for which possible implementations are set out in more detail below.

However, disparity estimator 28 continues to update 77 this depth map estimate 64 so as to obtain an updated depth map estimate 74 for the current picture 32t₂ of the reference view 22 and thereby maintaining the chain of updates leading to the estimate for the next time instance T + 1. Accordingly, the dependent-view reconstructor 26 is configured to update 77 the depth map estimate 64 of the current picture 32t₂ of the dependent view 22 of the current time instance T using the disparity and/or motion data 54 and 60 for the dependent view 22 in a manner similar, at least for the motion data 54, as described above with respect to the update step 71. That is, the dependent-view reconstructor 26 uses the disparity/motion data for the picture 32t₂ for time instance T within stream portion 38 for reconstructing this picture 32t₂. As far as the disparity data 60 is concerned, disparity estimator 28 may easily convert the disparity vectors contained within the disparity data 54 into depth values and assign, based on these depth values, updated depth values to samples of the updated depth map estimate 79b of the current picture 32t₂ of the dependent view 22 which are co-located to the respective disparity-predicted block 50 in picture 32t₂. The motion data 54 could be used so as to copy content of the depth map estimate 74 of the picture 32t₂ of a referenced previous time instance T-1 of the dependent view 22, at portions thereof pointed to by motion data 54, into portions within the updated depth map estimate 74 of the current picture 32t₂ which are co-located to blocks 50 for which this motion data 42 has been signaled in the stream portion 36. Remaining holes may be filled by interpolation and/or extrapolation exploiting additional information offered by the intra-coded blocks among block 40 of the current picture 32^₀. As a result, the updated depth map estimate 74 of the current picture 32t₂ has been updated (or generated by transitioning from T-1 to T). A possibility for as to how the depth map estimate 74 of the picture 32t₂ of a referenced previous time instance T-1 of the dependent view 22 may have been derived at the beginning of an random access unit, is described
further below. However, the above mentioned possibly explicitly transmitted depth map for view 20 at the beginning of such random access unit may be warped to view 22 to obtain the depth map estimate 74 of the picture $32t_2$ of a referenced previous time instance $T-1$ of the dependent view 22, alternatively.

5 In order to reduce blocking artifacts, the updates 71 and 77 could be performed by using weighting functions reducing the influence of the updates of the individual blocks at the block borders.

10 That is, on the basis of the depth map estimate 64 as obtained by warping 76, the dependent-view reconstructor 26 reconstructs the current picture $32t_2$ of dependent view 22 using disparity and/or motion compensated prediction based on the disparity and/or motion data 54 and 60 for the dependent view 22 comprised by the dependent view portion 38 of the multi-view data stream 14, and in doing so, the dependent-view reconstructor 26 provides the disparity estimator 28 with the disparity and/or motion data 54, 60, then used by disparity estimator 28 to perform update 77.

After this update 77, the disparity estimator 28 is able to warp-back 78 the updated depth map estimate 74 of the current picture $32t_2$ of the dependent view 22 into the reference view 20 so as to obtain the updated depth map estimate 74 of current picture $32t_1$ of the reference view 20 for a time instance T which may then serve as a basis/reference for the transition/update 79 to the next time instance $T+1$ and so forth.

From that time on, disparity estimator 28 merely repeats processes 71, 76, 77 and 78 iteratively (wherein step 79 corresponds to step 71) so as to model the depth map estimate along the time axis 30 so as to continuously support the dependent-view reconstructor 26 with the depth map estimate 64.

Further details regarding all these steps 71, 76, 77, 78, and 79 are described in further detail below. All of these further details shall be individually applicable to the description brought forward with regard to Fig. 1.

The disparity estimator 28 may then, for a current block 50/52 subject to inter-view residual prediction, derive the disparity displacement, such as a disparity vector, merely by converting the depth value of this estimated depth map 64, at the location of the current block 50/52, into such a disparity vector, wherein the inter-view predictor 330, in turn, uses this disparity vector in turn in order to copy the thus determined portion from the reference residual signal 63, as will be outlined in more detail below with respect to Fig. 5.
Thus, the embodiments described so far including the various variants with respect to the disparity displacement derivation for inter-view residual prediction, and possible modifications further various aspects, enable employing coded residual data 63 of already coded views 20 together with already coded disparity 60/62 and motion data 42/46 for coding a coded picture T of the current view 22 in multi-view video coding. By employing the already coded residual information 63 signaled via residual data 316 together with coded motion/disparity for predicting the residual 324′ of the current/dependent view 22, the rate associated with coding the residual for the current view 22 can be significantly be reduced since only the remaining residual 328′ has to be performed anymore, which results in an overall bit rate savings for the coding of multi-view video sequences.

The embodiments outlined above are applicable to general block-based hybrid coding approaches without assuming any particular block partitioning, such as macro block or sub-macro block structure. The general structure of an existing block-based coding/decoding concept does not need to be modified in order to be inserted into the above outlined way of block-based disparity-compensated residual prediction. Only an additional residual prediction step or inter-view predictor 330 needs to be integrated, so that the above embodiments can be integrated in general block-based hybrid video coding schemes with a reasonable complexity increase.

The above embodiments further provide the possibility to adaptively decide for each block (or a subset of blocks) 50/52 whether a residual prediction 330 is applied or not. The disparity information (called disparity displacement) used for referring to a block/portion of the residual 63 of already coded pictures in the reference view 22 can be derived as explained above, including the variants according to Fig. 1c and Fig. 1d according to which the derivation is based on coded depth maps (if present) or based on coded disparity vectors 60. In alternative embodiments, the disparity information/disparity displacement used for inter-view residual prediction can be explicitly coded as a part of the data stream 14. Further, a correction of the disparity information/disparity displacement may be signaled within the data stream as has also been noted above.

One advantage of the embodiments outlined above is that they locate the portions to be copied out of the reference residual signal 63 of already coded views 20 via disparity displacement, such as disparity vectors, the derivation of which is completely based on already coded information, such as coded motion and disparity/depth information 42 and 60 or 34di, without assuming any particular structure of the actual disparity field of the scene of the multi-view signal 12. In particular, it is not assumed that the disparity field can
be well approximated by a constant displacement - constant over the whole field of view - which assumption would not mirror realistic scenes. Instead, actually coded disparity information, such as the disparity data 60/62 or the depth maps 34di of the reference view, are used for accessing the residual 63 of an already coded view such as the reference view 22.

Furthermore, the embodiments outlined above allow that inter-view residual prediction is used for two types of blocks, namely blocks for which motion data 54/56 is derived based on motion data 42/46 in an already coded view, such as the reference view 20, and blocks for which motion data 54/56 has been explicitly transmitted (for example, using spatial or temporal motion vector prediction or without such prediction). That is, the reference-view reconstructor 24 and the dependent-view reconstructor 28 may be configured to use motion compensated prediction so as to reconstruct the current pictures of the reference and dependent view, and the dependent-view reconstructor 26 may be configured to predict motion data 54/56 of the current picture of the dependent view 22, underlying the motion compensated prediction, by locating corresponding positions in the current picture of the reference view 20 using the derived disparity displacement, and using the motion data for the current picture of the reference view 20 at the corresponding positions to predict the motion data 54/56 of the current picture of the dependent view. The dependent-view reconstructor 26 may then be configured to predict the residual signal of the current block of the current picture of the dependent view, remaining after motion compensated prediction using the predicted motion data, by copying a portion of the reference residual signal 63 of the current picture of the reference view, displaced from a location of the current block of the current picture of the dependent view 22 according to the disparity displacement (which had also been used for this block for inter-view motion data prediction.

The disparity displacement, such as the disparity vectors, which are used for accessing the reference residual signal 63, can be defined with a sub-sample accuracy, in which case the inter-view residual prediction includes an interpolation of the already coded residual, i.e. the reference residual signal 63, at sub-sample locations. That is, the dependent-view reconstructor 26 (and inter-view predictor 66, respectively) may be configured to perform the block-granular disparity-compensated prediction using disparity vectors defined at sub-sample resolution.

Moreover, advantageously, the inter-view residual prediction may be supported for more than one block size.
In some embodiments of the invention, a disparity correction vector can be additionally included in the data stream 14 for such inter-view residual predicted blocks in order to make the inter-view residual prediction more flexible. More generically speaking, the dependent-view reconstructor 26 (and inter-view predictor 66, respectively) may be configured to refine a disparity displacement for a current block of the current picture of the dependent view 20 using an explicitly signaled disparity displacement residual explicitly signaled within a multi-view data stream 14 (or 38), and predict the residual signal of the current block of the current picture of the dependent view 20 by copying a portion of the reference residual signal 63 of the current picture of the reference view, displaced from a location of the current block of the current picture of the dependent view according to the refined disparity displacement.

Thus, the concept underlying the above embodiments and the possible variations outlined below can be decomposed into the following steps.

- Derivation of depth/disparity data for the current picture of the current view.
- Residual prediction using a derived disparity vector, and
- Signaling the usage of residual prediction inside the data stream.

Regarding the latter signalization, it should be noted that naturally the inter-view residual prediction could alternatively be applied to every block, or the activation of the inter-view residual prediction could be determined in the same manner at encoder and decoder sides based on previously coded/decoded portions of the data stream in which cases no signalization would have to be provided.

In the following, the just-mentioned steps including preferred embodiments are described in more detail. All steps are described for block-based coding and translational disparity vectors. The embodiments - also the above outlined embodiments - are, however, also applicable to more general schemes in which a generalized set of samples such as a non-rectangular part of a block, or any other shape, is associated with a unique set of disparity parameters for defining the disparity displacement. These embodiments are also applicable for coding schemes in which the disparity compensation of the residual is carried out using higher order motion models such as affine motion models, or N-parameter motion models.

In the following, different possible implementation details regarding inter-view residual prediction are described, such as, for example, the way as to how the disparity displacement based on which the residual prediction, such as the residual prediction signal 326', for a current block, such as block 50 or block 52, is actually preformed, may be
derived from a depth map estimate 64, is described in more detail. In particular, it is
assumed that the disparity displacement underlying this inter-view block-based disparity-
compensated residual prediction is derived in the form of a disparity vector. That is, a
block of a current picture in a particular view, such as view 22, that is not the backwards
compatible base view, such as 20, is inter-view residual predicted using a disparity vector
and while different embodiments for deriving such a disparity vector have been described
above, the embodiments which will be described in the following, concern those
embodiments where the derivation of the disparity vector is performed via the depth map
estimate 64 the estimation of which as been described in accordance with variants of Fig.
1c and Fig. Id. Details concerning the actual locating procedure within the reference
residual signal 63 are also described.

That is, in the following description, we preliminarily assume that an estimate of the depth
map already exists. With respect to Fig. 1c and Fig. Id it has already been outlined as to
how such estimate may be obtained. Later, we describe how this depth estimate can be
derived in even more detail.

The depth data 64 for the current picture may either given by a pixel-wise or a block-wise
depth map. If a pixel-wise depth map is given, the depth map specifies a depth value for
each sample (or each luminance sample) of the associated picture. If a block-wise depth
map is given, the depth map specifies a depth value for an MxN block of samples (or
luminance samples) for the associated picture. For example, a depth value for each block
of the smallest possible block size (e.g., 4x4 or 8x8 block) that can be used for motion
compensation could be specified. Conceptually, a depth value \( d \) given by a sample of the
depth map, specifies a function of the real-world depth \( x \), which is the distance between
the associated real-world object point (the projection of the real-world object point is the
image sample at the given position) and the camera:

\[
\hat{d} = f_{d x} (x)
\]

The depth values are given with a particular precision (furthermore, depth values are often
estimated, since the actual depths are usually not known). In most cases, depth values are
given by integer numbers. Given the depth values and particular camera parameters (such
as the focal length, distance between cameras, minimum and maximum depth values, or
functions of these parameters), the depth value \( \hat{d} \) can be converted into a disparity vector
\( v = [v_x, v_y]^T \):

\[
v(x) = f_{v d}(\hat{d}(x), x),
\]
where \( f_{s,d} \) specifies the function that maps a depth value \( d \) at sample location \( x = [x, y]^T \) to a disparity vector. In a particular important setup is the one-dimensional parallel camera configuration, which is characterized by the following properties:

- all cameras of the camera array are of the same type and have the same focal length
- the optical axes of all cameras are parallel and lie inside the same plane
- the scan lines of the image sensors are parallel to the plane that contains the optical axes

In this case, the vertical component of the disparity vector is always zero, \( v \equiv [v, 0]^T \). Each real-world object point has the same vertical location in all views. Its horizontal location depends on the depth of the object point. The difference between the horizontal locations is given by the disparity

\[
v = f_{s,d}(d).
\]

In an important case, the relationship between the real-world depth \( z \) and the depth values \( d \) is given in a way that a linear relationship between the disparity \( v \) and the depth value \( d \) is obtained

\[
v = m_{w,d} \cdot d + n_{w,d},
\]

where \( w_1 \cdot d \) and \( n_{w,d} \) are given by the camera parameters. The depth values \( d \) are usually given as integer values. And for internal calculations it is usually also preferable, if the obtained disparity values are integer values. For example, the disparity \( v \) can be expressed in the same units that is used for the motion/disparity vectors in motion/disparity-compensated prediction (e.g., half-, quarter, or eighth-sample accuracy). In this case, the integer values for the disparity can be obtained by the integer equation

\[
v = l(m_{vd} \cdot d + n_{vd}) \gg u_{vd},
\]

where \( » » \) specifies a bit shift to the right (in two's complement arithmetic), and \( z_d \) and \( n_{vd} \) are scaled (and rounded) versions of \( m_{vd} \) and \( n_{vd} \), respectively.

Using the described basic relationships between the given depth values and the actual disparity, we describe preferred embodiments for inter-view residual prediction using a disparity vector that is derived based on the given depth values (or estimate of the depth values) for the current picture of the current/dependent view 22.
Derivation of the residual signal for a coded picture

In the following, an embodiment for deriving the above outlined reference residual 63 is described in more detail. In this section, it is assumed that the residual prediction in the form of block 310 is not used within the reference view coding path including reconstructor 24 and encoder 80, although the details outlined below are easily transferable to this case. In other words, it is preliminarily assumed that the residual predictor 310 in Fig. 4 does not exist, in which case the output of inverse transformer 312 is directly connected to the second input of combiner 318 and the reference residual signal output 304, respectively. Then, the subtracter 406 is also not present and the output of subtracter 404 is connected to transformer 408 directly.

In that case, the residual signal 412 for a block of the reference signal such as block 40 or 44, is the difference between the original signal entering input 400 for the block, and the prediction signal 322 that is used for predicting this block. The residual signal 412/414 is coded using transform coding within transformer 408, which includes quantization so that the reconstructed residual as obtained at the output of inverse transformer 312 is not equal to the difference between original and prediction signal as output by subtracter 404. Thus, the reconstructed signal as output by combiner 318 such as obtained by adding the coded residual as output by inverse transformer 312 to the prediction signal 322, is also not identical to the original signal input at input 400. In order to obtain a residual picture for a given coded picture of the reference view 20, the residual signals for the blocks 40/44 of the reference view are reconstructed by the inverse transformer such as by scaling and inverse transforming the transmitted transform coefficient levels 316, and arranged to form a residual picture within which the inter-view predictor 330 locates the block/portion to be copied for an inter-view residual predicted block 50/52 of the dependent view using the disparity displacement derived for this block as outlined above and further below. This formed residual picture then forms the reference residual signal 63 passed on to the dependent-view reconstructor 26.

In preferred embodiments of the invention, the residual picture finally used for the reference residual signal 63, is varied in that residuals as obtained by inverse transformer 312 for intra-coded blocks 40/44 are set equal to zero, since the residual for intra coded blocks has different characteristics and cannot be efficiently used for predicting the residual 324' of inter-view residual prediction coded blocks 50/52. In some embodiments of the invention, the residuals for the disparity-compensated blocks, i.e. blocks that are predicted using already coded pictures of even different views as a reference picture (this would be possible if the reference view 20 itself forms a dependent view of an even more
basic underlying reference view), are set equal to zero - additionally or alternatively. In other words, the reference-view reconstructor 24 may be configured to perform the reconstruction of the current picture of the reference view 20 of the multi-view signal 12 using block-based hybrid coding involving at least one intra or inter-view block coding mode and at least one temporal inter block coding mode, and the dependent-view reconstructor 26 may be configured to, in predicting the residual signal of the current picture of the dependent view 22 from the reference residual signal 63 of the current picture of the reference view, set the reference residual signal 63 to zero within blocks of the current picture of the reference view 20 of the intra or inter-view block coding mode.

Out of this modified reference residual signal 63, the residual signal prediction is then copied using the disparity displacement.

The generation of a particular residual block, i.e. the actual block copying, performed by inter-view predictor 330, which residual block is then used for the inter-view residual prediction, can also be performed during the actual process of inter-view residual prediction, i.e. online on demand. That is, it is not required that the complete residual picture, i.e. the residuums of all blocks of the current picture of the reference view in a format put together, as generated before another picture, such as the current picture of the dependent view, is coded/decoded.

Derivation of a disparity vector for a given block

In the following, it is assumed that a disparity vector is used to define the disparity displacement which specifies which portion out of the reference residual signal 63 of an already coded picture of another view is used for the inter-view residual prediction. In the following, different embodiments for obtaining such a disparity vector for a given block 50/52 are described.

In particular, firstly it is assumed that the inter-view predictor 330 has access to a depth map estimate in accordance with any of the variants of Figs. 1c and 1d. As described above, the inter-view predictor 330 may alternatively determine the disparity vector in another way such as described above with respect to the other variants.

In a preferred embodiment, first a representing depth value \( d \) of the given block 50/52 subject to inter-view residual prediction, is obtained by inter-view predictor 330 based on the given sample-based or block-based depth map 64. In one preferred embodiment, a particular sample location \( x \) of the given block, which may be the top left sample, the bottom right sample, a middle sample, or any other particular sample, such as any other set of corner samples, may be considered. The depth value \( \hat{d} = \hat{d}(x) \) that is associated with the
sample (as given by the given block-wise or sample-wise depth maps 64) is used as representing depth value. In another preferred embodiment, two or more sample locations \( x_i \) of the given block (for example, the corner samples or all samples) are considered and based on the associated depth values \( d_i = d(x_i) \) a representing depth value \( \hat{d} \) is calculated as a function of the depth values \( d_i \). The representing depth value can be obtained by any function of the set of depth values \( d_i \). Possible functions are the average of the depth values \( \bar{d} \), the median of the depth values \( \tilde{d} \), the minimum of the depth values \( \min d_i \), the maximum of the depth values \( \max d_i \), or any other function. After obtaining the representing depth value \( \hat{d} \) of the given block, the depth value is subject to a depth-to-disparity conversion within disparity estimator 28 so as to convert this depth value into a disparity vector \( v = f(\hat{d}) \), where the relationship between depth and disparity may be given by coded camera or conversion parameters which parameters may alternatively be set by default. In specific configurations, only horizontal displacements are possible and the depth can be estimated in a way that the depth value is equal to the horizontal displacement.

In another embodiment, a disparity correction vector is coded within the data stream such as within the prediction parameters 314' and the disparity vector that is used for inter-view residual prediction by inter-view predictor 330 is obtained in the inter-view predictor 330 before use thereof, by adding the explicitly signaled and coded disparity correction vector as obtained from the prediction parameter 314', to the derived disparity vector derived, for example, from the disparity estimator 28 or from other disparity information contained within the prediction parameters 314' as already outlined above. Namely, a disparity correction vector may, in accordance with a further embodiment, be coded and the prediction for the disparity vector for the current block to which the disparity correction vector is added, may be obtained by disparity estimator 28 by a spatial prediction using the disparity vectors of neighboring blocks 50/52 of the same time instant of the current/dependent view 22 and/or by a temporal prediction using the disparity vector of possibly co-located blocks in a temporal reference picture of view 22. The block in a temporal reference picture may even be indicated by an explicitly coded motion vector so as to be used by inter-view predictor 330 to access the correct block within the temporal reference picture from which, in turn, the disparity vector is derived which, in turn, is used for accessing the appropriately positioned block/portion out of the reference residual signal 63.

**Residual prediction for a block using a derived disparity vector**

Given the derived disparity vector for the current block 50/52, the inter-view residual prediction, such as within inter-view predictor 330, may be performed as follows. In
particular, the location of the current block, i.e. the block 50/52 to be subject to inter-view residual prediction, is displaced by the determined disparity vector, and the residual block (with the same block size as the current block) at the displaced location in the reference view picture is used as residual prediction signal.

In order to explain the inter-view residual prediction derivation in more detail, reference is made to Fig. 5a and 5b. Fig. 5a,b show the current picture $34t_2(T)$ of the dependent view, the reference residual signal, i.e. the reference residual picture, 500 for the current picture $32ti(T)$ of the reference view and the estimated depth map $64_2(T)$ for the current picture $34t_2(T)$ of the dependent view. As noted above, the residual picture 500 may be the residuum 324 which, when added to the prediction signal 322, reveals the reconstruction of the current picture $32t_1$.

The block within picture $34t_2(T)$ which is to be subject to inter-view residual prediction, is indicated at 502. The content of the block 502 may have been predicted by any of the block coding modes in blocks 308’a to 308’c, or any combination thereof, with "combination" encompassing pixelwise adding as well as spatial subdivision. That is, although it is preferred that the boundary of block 502 coincides with that of a block to which one coding mode is assigned, alternatively, different portions of block 502 may have been associated with different block coding modes. That is, the coding concept as described so far could also be modified to the extent that block 502 does not correspond to any of the blocks to which the individual coding modes are assigned, but to a block of a further subdivision which might be different from the block coding mode subdivision and is for deciding as to whether inter-view residual prediction is to be used or not.

In order to determine the portion/block 504 within the reference view 22 from which the residual signal for the current block 502 is to be predicted by inter-view disparity-compensated residual prediction, the location of the current block 502 is, frankly speaking, displaced by the determined disparity vector 506, and thus block 504 represents a residual block out of the residual picture 500 for the current picture of the reference view 20, having the same block size as the current block 502 and being displaced from a position co-located to the position of block 502 via disparity vector 506. The location of block 508 is obtained as follows.

In the encoder, the derived residual prediction signal within block 504 is subtracted (such as by subtracter 406') from the original residual signal 412’ of the current block 502 which, in turn, is the difference between the original signal of block 502 and the prediction signal 322’ thereof as derived by, for example, motion/disparity-compensated prediction or
intra prediction. The remaining signal, i.e. 414', is then coded, such as indicated above using transform coding including quantization.

At the decoder side, the coded residual signal 316 which is, as outlined above, exemplarily obtained by inverse scaling and transformation of the transmitted transform coefficient levels within data 316, and the residual prediction signal 326', are added to the prediction signal 322' derived by, for example, motion/disparity-compensated prediction or intra prediction, in order to obtain the reconstructed signal for the block 502 as output by the output of adder 318 in Fig. 3.

The exact way of deriving the location of residual block 504 may be as follows. One or more first sample positions x are used to identify depth values within depth map estimate 64_2(T), from which a representative disparity vector is determined, namely disparity vector 506. This might be done by firstly looking-up the one or more depth values in map 64_2(T) and then forming a common depth value therefrom such as by averaging. Then, a depth-to-disparity conversion is performed to obtain vector 506. However, it would be possible to switch averaging and conversion. In order to apply the disparity vector 506, another determination of a certain position of the current block 502 is performed such as a vertex thereof or the like. In Fig. 5a it's exemplarily the top-left sample. The position thereof in the reference view 20, i.e. determined by the same coordinates, is used as a foot point for vector 506 which, thus, determines the corresponding position of block 504, i.e. here the top-left corner thereof, thereby determining the position of block 504.

In one embodiment of the invention, sample-accurate displacement vectors 506 are used so that a sample of the reference residual 63, 500 is directly used for predicting a sample of the current residual 326'.

In another embodiment of the invention, sub-sample accurate displacement vector 506 (for example, quarter-sample accurate displacement vectors) are used. In this case, the residual prediction includes an interpolation of the reference residual signal 63, 500. A residual sample at non-integer locations may be found by filtering the surrounding residual samples in 63, 500. In a preferred embodiment, the interpolation is performed in a way that only samples of a single transform block (a block of samples that was represented by a particular transformation) are used for generating a particular sample at a sub-sample location, i.e., the interpolation filter is not applied across transform boundaries of modules 312' and 408'. That is, as outlined above, the reference-view reconstructor 24 may be configured to, in reconstructing the current picture of the reference view 20, use transform residual coding, wherein the dependent-view reconstructor 26 might be configured to, in
predicting the residual signal of the current picture of the dependent view, apply an interpolation filter onto the reference residual signal 63 section-wise so as not to apply the interpolation filter across transform boundaries of the transform residual coding of the reference-view reconstructor.

In a further embodiment, the reference residual samples 63, 500 are filtered before they are used for a prediction of the residual of a current block. As an example, such a filtering can be used for reducing the high-frequency (or low-frequency) components of the residual blocks. When a filtering is combined with the usage of sub-sample accurate displacement vectors 506, the filtering can be performed before or after the interpolation (i.e., the original reference residual samples or the generated residual samples at non-integer locations can be filtered).

It is also possible that the residual prediction is not directly done in the spatial domain, but in the transform domain. I.e., the residual prediction signal 63 may be transformed and the resulting transform coefficients are added to the transform coefficients for the transmitted residual signal, then the final residual signal (which is added to the motion/disparity-compensated prediction signal) is obtained by an inverse transform of the accumulated transform coefficients. The transform of the residual prediction signal may include a quantization.

In that case, the inverse transformer 312' would be positioned between the output of combiner 320' and the input of combiner 318 instead of the position indicated in Figs. 3 and 4.

**Signaling the usage of residual prediction**

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the usage of residual prediction can be adaptively chosen for a given block. Hence, the usage of residual prediction needs to be signaled to the decoder.

In preferred embodiment of the invention, a syntax element (for example, a flag) is included into the syntax for all motion/disparity-compensated blocks (but not for intra blocks) and indicates whether residual prediction is applied for the corresponding block. Intra-blocks are always decoded without residual prediction. In another preferred embodiment of the invention, the syntax element is only transmitted for motion-compensated blocks (but not for intra blocks and disparity-compensated blocks); whether a block is coded using motion or disparity compensation is signaled by the reference picture.
index or any other syntax element. If the syntax element indicating residual prediction is not transmitted, residual prediction is not used for the corresponding block.

In addition, the presence of the syntax element indicating residual prediction (and thus the possible usage of residual prediction) can be conditioned on any of the following (including all possible combinations):

- The syntax element is transmitted only for a subset of the supported block sizes, for example, only for block that are larger or equal to a minimum block sizes.

- The syntax element is transmitted only for particular coding mode. For example, the syntax element can only be transmitted for block that are not coded in a merge or skip mode.

- The syntax element is only transmitted if the residual prediction signal contains at least a particular number of non-zero samples (for example, at least one non-zero sample). Or the syntax element is only transmitted if a transform and quantization of the residual prediction signal results in at least a particular number of transform coefficients.

Furthermore, the presence of the syntax element indicating residual prediction may depend on the motion hypotheses that are used for predicting the current block and the reference block or blocks. The reference block (or blocks) is (are) coded blocks in the reference view that are located in the reference view and cover at least one sample of the residual block that is used for residual prediction. That means, the reference blocks can be derived by displacing the location of the current block by the determined disparity vector \( v \). The corresponding conditions for transmitting the residual signal may include any of the following:

- The syntax element is only transmitted if a reference block is not intra coded.

- The syntax element is only transmitted if a reference block is coded using motion-compensated prediction (using a temporal reference picture), or only motion-compensated prediction.

- The syntax element is only transmitted if at least one of the employed reference pictures for the reference block has the same time instant as one of the reference pictures used for the current block. Instead of the time instant, similar measures
such as the picture order count or the reference index (in combination with a reference list) can be used.

- The syntax element is only transmitted if reference pictures of the same time instant are used for both the reference block and the current block. It means, neither the current nor the reference block refer to an access unit that is not used by the other block. Instead of the time instant, similar measures such as the picture order count or the reference index (in combination with a reference list) can be used.

- The syntax element is only transmitted if the difference between the motion vectors that are used for a particular time instant (or picture order count, reference index) for the reference and the current block is less than or equal to a particular threshold. The motion vector difference can be measured as a component-wise difference or the absolute value of the difference vector or any similar measure. As an example, the syntax element is only transmitted if both motion vectors are the same or only if the difference for each motion vector component is less than or equal to a quarter-sample.

Besides the transmission of a syntax element that indicates the usage of residual prediction, a disparity correction can be transmitted (see above). The transmitted disparity correction can consist of two components (a horizontal and a vertical component), or it can consist only of the horizontal component while the vertical component is inferred to be equal to 0. The presence of the disparity correction can depend on the value of the syntax element that indicates the usage of residual prediction. Furthermore, the presence of the disparity correction can also depend on the block size (for example, it is transmitted only for blocks larger than or equal to a particular size) or on the employed coding mode (for example, it may only be present for blocks that are not coded in a merge or skip mode).

The derivation of the inter-view residual prediction as described so far requires, in accordance with the above outlined variations regarding the derivation of the underlying disparity displacement in accordance with, for example, Figs. 1c and 1d, that an estimate 64 of the depth map for the current picture is available. As mentioned above, this depth map estimate 64 can specify a sample-wise depth map (a depth value is specified for each sample of the current picture) or a block-wise depth map (a depth value is specified for blocks of samples). The depth map estimate 64 may be derived based on already coded parameters, such as depth maps or disparity vectors and motion parameters. In principle, the possibilities for deriving a depth map estimate 64 for the current picture can be categorized into two classes. For one class, the depth map estimate is derived based on
actually coded depth maps. The corresponding possibilities described below involve that
the coded depth maps are present in the bitstream (before they are used). Concepts of the
second class don’t require that depth maps are coded as part of the bitstream. Instead, the
depth map estimate is derived based on coded disparity and motion vectors. The second
class of procedures can be applied independently of whether depth maps are coded as part
of a bitstream. Both cases discussed above with respect to Fig. 1c and 1d for which the
following description in so far provides individually transferable details regarding
individual aspects. It should also be noted that, when depth maps are coded, both classes of
methods can be applied. It is also possible to select different methods for different frames.

In the following, the basic concept and preferred embodiments for deriving depth maps
estimates (with and without coded depth maps) are described.

Class 1: Derivation based on coded depth maps

If the depth map that is associated with the current picture $32t_2(T)$ would be coded before
the current picture, the reconstructed depth map could directly be used as an estimate of the
real depth map for the current picture. It is also possible to pre-process the coded depth
map (e.g., by applying a filtering it) and use the result of the pre-filtering as the estimate of
the depth map that is used for deriving the disparity vector used for residual prediction.

In most configurations, the depth map that is associated with a particular picture is coded
after the picture $32t_2(T)$ (often directly after the associated picture). Such a configuration
allows that coding parameters (such as motion parameters) that are transmitted for coding
the conventional video pictures can be used for predicting the coding parameters that are
used for coding the depth maps, which improves the overall coding efficiency. But in such
a configuration, the depth map that is associated with a picture cannot be used as an
estimate for the depth map in deriving the disparity vector used for residual prediction.
However, the depth map for an already coded view (of the same access unit) such as 20 is
usually available and can be used for deriving an estimate of the depth map of the current
picture. At least, the depth map of the base view (independent view) 20 is available before
coding any dependent view 22. Since the depth map of any view represents the geometry
of the projected video scene to some extent (in combination with camera parameters such
as focal length and the distance between cameras) it can be mapped to another view.
Consequently, if the depth map for the current picture $32t_2(T)$ is not available, the coded
depth map for an already coded view of the same access unit 20 is mapped to the current
view and the result of this mapping is used as depth map estimate.
In the following, we describe a particular algorithm for realizing this mapping. As described above, each depth value \( d \) corresponds to a displacement vector \( v \) between two given views. Given transmitted camera or conversion parameters, a depth value \( d_{ca,n} \) be converted to a displacement vector \( v \) by the mapping \( v = f_{3d}(d) \). Hence, given a depth value \( d \) at a particular sample location \( x_R \) in the reference depth map (already coded), the sample location \( x_C \) of the same depth value in the current depth map is obtained by adding the disparity vector to \( x_R \), \( x_C = x_R + v \). Hence, each depth value of the reference depth map can be mapped to a sample location of the current depth map in order to obtain a depth map estimate 64 for the current picture. However, since parts of objects that are visible in one view are not visible in another view, there are sample locations in the depth map for the current view 22 to which more than one depth values are assigned and there are sample locations in the depth map for the current view to which no depth values are assigned. These sample locations may be processed as follows:

- If more than one depth value is assigned to a particular sample location, it means that a foreground object is displaced in front of a background object. Consequently, the depth value \( d \) (of all the potential depth values) that represents the smallest distance to the camera is assigned to such a sample location.

- If more no depth value is assigned to a particular sample location, it means that a foreground object has moved and the previously covered background is visible. The best that can be done for such regions is to assume that the disoccluded background has the same depth than the neighboring background samples. Hence, regions to which no depth value has been assigned are filled with the depth value of the surrounding samples that represents the largest distance to the camera.

This algorithm is specified in more detail in the following. For simplifying the following description, we assumed that larger depth values represent smaller distances to the camera than smaller depth values (but the algorithm can easily be modified for the opposite assumption):

1. All samples of the depth map (estimate) for the current picture are set to an undefined depth value (e.g., -1).

2. For each sample location \( x_R \) of the reference depth map, the following applies:
   a. The depth value \( d \) at the sample location \( x_R \) is converted to a disparity vector \( v \) using the given camera or conversion parameters, the disparity
vector \( v \) is rounded to sample accuracy (if applicable), and the sample location inside the current picture is derived by \( x_c = x_r + v = x_s + \text{round}(\frac{i}{j}(x) \cdot d) \).

b. If the depth value at sample location \( x_c \) in the current picture has an undefined value, the depth value at sample location is set equal to the depth value \( d \).

c. Otherwise, if the depth value at sample location \( x_c \) in the current picture has a defined value \( d_x \) with \( d_x < d \), the depth value at sample location is modified and set equal to the depth value \( d \).

3. The regions in the current depth map that have undefined depth values are filled by a particular hole filling algorithm. For such a hole filling algorithm, the depth value of the background that is uncovered in the current view is derived based on the samples of the surrounding depth values. As an example, the smallest depth map value of the surrounding samples can be assigned. But more sophisticated hole filling algorithms are possible.

The algorithm for mapping a depth map of a given view to a different view is further illustrated in Fig. 6 on the basis of a very simple example. Figure 6 illustrates a possible process for mapping a depth map such as 32ti(T) given for one view 20 to another view 22.

At the left hand side, the given depth map for the reference view is shown, where the shaded area represents a background and the white area represents a foreground object; in the middle of Fig. 6, middle, the converted depth map obtained by displacing the samples of the given map with the disparity vectors that correspond to the depth values and keeping the foreground object for locations to which more than one sample is projected, is shown. The black area represents on disoccluded area to which no sample has been projected. Fig. 6, right, shows the converted depth map after filling the disoccluded areas by the depth value for the background, i.e. by background filling.

In a particular embodiment of the invention, the hole filling can realized by a particularly simple algorithm which processes the lines of the converted depth map separately. For each line segment that consists of successive undefined depth values, the two surrounding values are considered, and all depth samples of the line segment are replaced with the smaller of these two depth values (background depth). If the line segment has only one surrounding depth value (because it is located at the image border), the depth samples of
the line segment are replaced with this value. If complete lines have undefined values after this process, the same process is applied for the columns of the depth map.

Although the algorithm above has been described for sample-wise depth maps, it can also be applied to block-wise depth maps (resulting in a lower complexity) or the given sample-wise depth map for the reference view can first be converted into a block-wise depth maps (by downsampling) and then the algorithm can be applied for the block-wise depth map.

Class 2: Derivation based on coded disparity and motion vectors

If no depth maps are coded as part of the bitstream, an estimate for the depth map can be generated by using the coded motion and disparity vectors. A basic idea of the following concept can be summarized as follows. The decoding of a (multi-view) video sequence generally starts with a random access unit. The picture for the base view in a random access unit is intra coded without referencing any other picture. The pictures for dependent views in the random access unit can be intra coded or predicted using disparity-compensated prediction. Typically, most blocks will be coded by disparity-compensated prediction, since it usually gives better prediction results than intra prediction. Since, the coded disparity vectors (which are used for disparity-compensated prediction) can be converted into depth values (using the inverse function \(f_{-4}^{+1}\)), the disparity vectors can be directly used for generating a block-based depth map that is associated with a dependent view in a random access unit (the depth for intra-coded blocks can be estimated based on the depth for surrounding disparity-compensated block). Then, this obtained depth map can be mapped to the base view. The next picture for the base view is typically coded using mostly motion-compensated prediction. Here, it can be assumed that the motion of the depth data is the same as the motion for the texture information (a depth and an associated texture sample belong to the same object point). Given this assumption, the estimated depth data for the first picture in the base view can be motion-compensated for obtaining an estimate for the depth map of the base view in the current access unit. And then, this (motion-compensated) depth map estimate for the base view can be mapped to a dependent view for obtaining a depth map estimate for the current picture (in the current view). If more than two views are coded, the creation of depth map estimates for the third view, fourth view, etc. can be simplified, since we also have a depth map estimate for the first two views of the access unit. One of these depth map estimates (preferably the base view) can be mapped to the third, fourth, or any following view in order to generate a depth map estimate for this view.

The idea of generating a depth map estimate is further illustrated by some figures (showing the processing steps for multi-view coding with two views as they are performed by depth
estimator 28). The coding/decoding starts with a random access unit, for which the base
view picture 32ti(0) is intra-coded and the non-base-view pictures 32t2(0) are coded using
only intra and inter-view prediction (but no motion-compensated prediction). After coding
the second view 22 in the random access unit "0", a block-based depth map estimate for
this second view 22 is generated 120 using the coded disparity vectors 122 for this view
22, as illustrated in Fig. 7. This depth map estimate 642(0) for the second view 22 is then
mapped 124 to the first view (base view) 20 and a depth map estimate 64^0(0) for the first
view 20 is obtained. It should be noted that for the second view 22 of a random access unit,
no estimate of the depth map is available when the second view 22 of a random access unit
is coded.

If a third view is coded, the depth map estimate of any of the first two views (preferably
the second view) can be mapped to the third view resulting in a depth map estimate for the
third view, which can be used for deriving disparity vectors for the third view. And after
coding the third view, a block-based depth map can be generated using the coded disparity
vectors for the third view (which can than later be used for generating a depth map
estimate for any following view). For any following view, basically the same process as for
the third view can be used.

The pictures of the base view in non-random-access units are typically mainly coded by
motion-compensated prediction, since motion-compensated prediction usually gives better
coding efficiency than intra coding. After a picture of the base view is coded, an estimate
of the depth map for this picture is generated 140 (cp. 71 in Fig. 1) using the motion
parameters 42(1) for the picture 32ti(0), as illustrated in Fig. 8. Therefore, each block of
the new depth map estimate 647(1) is created 140 by motion-compensating the depth map
estimate 647(0) (cp. 74 in Fig. 1) for the corresponding reference picture or pictures. The
reference pictures and corresponding motion vectors 42(1) that are used are the reference
pictures and motion vectors that are coded in the data stream for the associated picture. The
depth samples for intra-coded blocks can be obtained by spatial prediction. This depth map
estimate for the base view is than mapped 142 (cp. 76 in Fig. 1) into the coordinate system
for the second view in order to obtain a depth map estimate 642(1) for the second view
which can be used for deriving disparity vectors, i.e. to perform inter-view redundancy
reduction.

For any further coded view, a depth map estimate can be generated by mapping the depth
map estimate for any already coded view (base view, second view, etc.) to the

For any further coded view, a depth map estimate can be generated by mapping the depth
map estimate for any already coded view (base view, second view, etc.) to the
corresponding view.
After actually coding the picture of the second view (or any following view), the associated depth map estimate can be updated 160 (cp. 77 in Fig. 1) using the actually coded motion and disparity vectors, as illustrated in Fig. 9. For blocks that are coded using disparity compensation (or for which disparity vectors or disparity correction vectors are transmitted), the depth map samples can be obtained by converting 162 the coded disparity vectors 60 to depth values as described above. For blocks that are coded using a motion-compensated mode, the depth samples can be obtained by motion compensating the depth map estimate for the reference frame $32t_{2}(0)$. Or alternatively, a depth correction value, which is added to the current depth map estimate $64_{2}(1)$, can be derived based on the coded motion parameters 42(1) and 54(1) for the current and for the reference view. The depth samples of intra coded blocks can be predicted using spatial prediction or using the motion parameters of neighboring blocks. After an updated depth map estimate 74 for the second view has been generated, this depth map estimate 74 is mapped 164 (cp. 78 in Fig. 1) to the base view 20 for obtaining a depth map update $64^{*}_{1}(1)$ (cp. 74 in Fig. 1) for the base view 20.

If more than two views are coded, the depth map update process for these views is the same as for the second view. However, the base view depth map is only updated after the second view has been coded.

The motion compensation operations for depth maps can be performed using the coded sub-sample accurate motion vectors. It is, however, often preferable (from a complexity as well as coding efficiency point of view), if the motion compensation operations for depth maps are performed with sample (or even block) accuracy. Therefore, the actually coded motion vectors are rounded to sample or block accuracy and these rounded vectors are used for performing the motion compensation. Furthermore, the described concept can be applied for sample-wise as well as block-wise depth map estimates. The advantage of using block-based depth maps is a lower complexity and memory requirement for all processing steps. With block-based depth maps, each depth sample represents the depth for a block of samples of the associated picture (e.g., 4x4 blocks or 8x8 blocks). All described operations can be performed for block-based depth maps in a straightforward way (i.e., by simply considering a lower resolution of the depth maps - one depth sample just represents multiple instead of one texture sample).

Besides the mapping of a given depth map from one view to another (which has been described above), the algorithm contains the following basic steps:
• Creating a depth map based on disparity vectors for a picture of a random access unit.

• Temporal prediction of the base view depth map using the motion parameters of the associated picture.

• Update of a depth map estimate using actually coded motion and disparity vectors for the associated picture.

Particular embodiments for these algorithmic steps are described in the following.

10 **Creation of a depth map for a picture in a random access unit**

In a particular embodiment of the invention, the creation of a depth map for a picture of a dependent view in a random access unit proceeds as follows. In general, such a picture contains blocks that are coded using disparity-compensated prediction as well as blocks that are intra coded. First, all blocks that are coded using disparity-compensated prediction are considered. The disparity vectors are converted into depth values and these depth values are assigned to the corresponding samples of the depth map. If two or more motion hypotheses are used, either one hypothesis is selected or the final depth value is set equal to a function of the depth values for the individual motion hypotheses (for example, the average, the median, the maximum, or the minimum). After assigning the depth values for all disparity-compensated blocks, the depth values for intra coded blocks are obtained by spatial intra prediction. In one version, these samples can be obtained by using the same intra prediction modes that are used for the associated texture picture. In another version, the depth of an intra-block can be set equal to a depth values that is obtained by a weighted average of the surrounding samples (or blocks), where the weighting factors can be determined based on the used intra prediction modes. In a further version, the depth for an intra-block can be obtained by setting the depth samples equal to a value that is given by a particular function of the surrounding intra samples (e.g., the average, the median, the maximum, the minimum). Other spatial prediction algorithms are also possible. The depth assignment for intra-coded blocks can also be done inside a single loop over the blocks in an image. That means, the blocks are processed in a particular order (e.g., the coding order), and for both disparity-compensated and intra blocks, the depth values are generated in this order (i.e., the depth assignment for intra-coded blocks doesn't need to wait until all disparity-compensated blocks are processed).

35 **Temporal prediction of the base view depth map**
In general, pictures of the base view contain motion-compensated blocks and intra coded blocks. The depth values for motion-compensated blocks are derived by motion-compensated prediction of the depth map estimate for the corresponding reference picture. If a block of the texture picture is coded using a single motion hypothesis, the depth samples for this block can be obtained by displacing the depth samples of the depth map estimate for the reference picture (given by the signalled reference index) by the transmitted (or inferred) motion vector. This motion compensation operation can be performed with the accuracy of the transmitted motion vectors (which is usually a sub-sample accuracy) or with sample- or block-accurate motion vectors. If the motion compensation is performed with sub-sample accuracy, an interpolation filter is applied for generating the samples at sub-sample positions. If the motion compensation is performed with sample or block accuracy, the transmitted motion vectors are rounded before they are used. If the block of the associated picture is coded with more than two motion hypothesis, one of the hypotheses can be selected for motion compensation of the depth maps, or all motion hypotheses are used by generating the final depth map estimate for the block as a weighted sum of the depth prediction signals for the individual motion hypotheses. Furthermore, the depth samples for a block of a given sizes can be set equal to a representing depth. This representing depth can be obtained by selecting a particular location inside the block and deriving the depth value for this location using motion compensation, or it can be obtained by defining a function of the motion-compensated depth values for this block. Such a function can be the average of the depth samples, or the median of the depth samples, or the minimum or maximum of the depth samples, or the depth sample value that occurs most often in the block.

Update of a depth map using the coded motion and disparity parameters

As mentioned above, the depth map estimate for a picture can be updated after coding the picture. In the following, we describe some embodiments of such an update algorithm. Blocks of the picture are processed in a particular order (for example, the coding order) and for each block, the following applies:

- If the block has been intra-coded (in the associated texture picture), the depth sample values for this block can be derived by spatial prediction using the samples of neighboring block. Some examples for such a spatial prediction technique have been described above. The depth sample values can also be obtained by motion compensation using the motion parameters of a neighboring block (see the description for motion-compensated blocks below). It is sometime preferable, if the intra block are processed after all motion- and disparity-compensated blocks are
processed, because then more neighboring are available and can be used for spatial prediction of depth samples or motion parameters.

- Otherwise, if the block is coded using one or more disparity vectors (disparity hypotheses), the depth samples are derived by converting the disparity vectors to depth values. If only one disparity vector (disparity hypothesis) is used for the block, the depth value if given by the corresponding disparity vector. If two or more disparity vectors are used for the block, one of the disparity vectors can be selected for deriving the depth value, or for each disparity vector a depth value can be derived and the finally assigned depth value is obtained by applying a function of the individually derived depth values. Possible functions are, among others, the minimum or maximum of the individual depth values, the median of the depth values, the average of the depth values, or the depth values that occurs most often.

Note that a block that is coded using a disparity vector may additionally be associated with a temporal motion vector. In this case, the temporal motion vector can be ignored. Or the derived depth values can be combined with depth values that are derived for temporal motion hypotheses (see below) in any specific way (e.g., by averaging these two signals).

The disparity vector based depth estimation can also be used if a disparity vector or a disparity vector correction has been coded for updating/refining the derived disparity vector used for residual prediction.

- Otherwise, the block is coded using only temporal motion hypotheses and the temporal motion hypotheses are used for updating the depth samples for the block.

In a first embodiment of the invention, the depth map samples are derived by straightforward motion compensated prediction using the depth map estimates associated with the reference pictures for the current view. This motion compensation operation can be realized by any of the embodiments for temporal prediction of the base view depth map described above.

In a second embodiment of the invention, the depth map samples are not simply motion compensated, but instead a depth correction value is derived based on the motion vector coded for the current view and the motion vector coded for the corresponding block in the reference view and this depth correction value is added to the depth map estimated in order to obtain an updated depth map estimate. The
advantage of such an approach is that depth changes between two instances can be considered.

Let \( \hat{d}_{\text{prd}} \) be the current depth estimate for a sample or a block, let \( m_{\text{curr}} \) be the motion vector that is actually used for motion-compensation of the current block, and \( m_{\text{ref}} \) be the motion vector for the reference block in the reference view (the reference block is derived by using a disparity vector given by the depth estimate \( \hat{d}_{\text{prd}} \) as described above). Furthermore, let \( v_{t-1} \) be the disparity vector in the reference access unit and let \( v_t \) be the disparity vector in the current access unit. Given the basic equation for the interrelationship between the motion and disparity vectors that we derived in the beginning of the description (see illustration in Fig. 10 for a single sample),

\[
m_{\text{curr}} + v_{t-1} - m_{\text{ref}} - v_t = 0,
\]

the current disparity vector can be set equal to

\[
v_t = v_{t-1} + (m_{\text{curr}} - m_{\text{ref}}),
\]

if we assume that the coded motion parameters and the disparity in the reference picture are correct. The disparity vector can be converted into a depth and vice versa. Hence, the current depth can be expressed as

\[
d = d_{t-1} + f^{-1}_{\text{ic}}(m_{\text{curr}} - m_{\text{ref}}),
\]

The depth \( d_{t-1} \) is the depth value given in the reference image, it can be accessed using the motion vector for the current block. It is also possible to replace the depth in the reference image with the current estimate for the depth \( d_{\text{prd}} \), since this depth has been derived using motion compensation from the depth in a reference image.

We showed the basic concept for obtaining an updated depth value using the motion vectors of the current and the reference block. This basic concept can be used in a variety of actual implementations. For example, if more than one motion vector is used for the current block and/or the reference block, a single motion vector can be selected or different depth values can be derived for the different motion vectors and the final depth is obtained by using the average (or any other function) of the individually derived depth values. Furthermore, only those motion hypotheses in the current and the reference block should be considered that use the
same reference access unit (or reference time instant, or reference picture order count, or reference index). If such motion hypotheses don't exist, the conventional motion compensation process described above can be used or the depth sample can be marked as not available and are later replaced by suitable post-processing steps. Furthermore, the new depth value can be derived based on a single sample for a block, or for all samples of a block, or for a selected subset of the samples of a block. When different depth values for different samples are derived, separate depth values can be assigned for different regions of the current block (e.g., for all 4x4 blocks inside the current block), or the different depth values are used for deriving a representing depth for the entire block, e.g., by using the average, the median, the minimum, the maximum value, or the depth values that occurs most often. The depth map update process can also be combined with some pre-processing steps. For example, not available depth values can be replaced by the depth values of neighboring samples or blocks.

The above embodiments thus enable reducing the bit rate associated with coding residuals in multiview video coding applications by employing the residual data coded in one view for an efficient coding of the residuals for other views. These embodiments are applicable to multiview video coding with two or more views and for multiview video coding with and without depth maps. According to these embodiments it is possible to re-use the coded residual in one view for efficiently coding the residual in another view. Since all views represent the same video scene, the changes of sample values from one frame to another are similar for different views and this effect can be exploited for an efficient coding of dependent view. The above embodiments describe a concept for efficiently employing the residual of already coded views for following views, by using estimated or coded depth data. In accordance with some embodiments, the motion data that are coded in one view, is additionally used for predicting the motion data of other views.

Favorably, the above embodiments enable to use the concepts of inter-view motion and residual prediction independently of each other. In rate-distortion sense, the coding efficiency can be usually improved when different tools can be independently selected. For blocks for which the derivation of motion parameters from a reference view works well, an additional residual prediction may decrease the coding efficiency (i.e., it may increase a cost measure $D + x \cdot R$, or in other words increases the distortion for a given rate, or increases the rate for a given distortion). Or for blocks for which the residual prediction from a reference view improves the coding efficiency, an additional derivation of motion parameters based on the reference view may decrease the coding efficiency.
Moreover, the above embodiments enable to use sub-sample accurate vectors. Same can potentially increase the coding efficiency (when it is combined with a better model for the disparity in a picture). Finally, the above embodiments are combinable with the usage of blocks of different block size. Recent investigations (see the development of HEVC) have shown that the provision of multiple block sizes can significantly increase the coding efficiency, and that's why it could be preferable to provide residual prediction for different block sizes. In particular, the new video coding standardization project of the ITU-T and ISO/IEC JTC 1/WG 11, which is also referred to as HEVC, shows very promising improvements in conventional 2-d video coding technology. The current working draft of HEVC provides substantial coding gains compared to ITU-T Rec. H.264 | ISO/IEC 14496-10. For achieving these gains several concepts have been extended in comparison to ITU-T Rec. H.264 | ISO/IEC 14496-10, and the above described approach for using the residual data of a different view for predicting the residual of the current view cannot be straightforwardly applied to the HEVC design. On the other hand, these techniques have to compete with the improved residual coding in HEVC. The main improvements in the area of residual coding include:

- While the blocks sizes that are used for motion-compensated prediction in ITU-T Rec. H.264 | ISO/IEC 14496-10 range from 4x4 to 16x16 luma samples, a much larger variety of blocks sizes is supported in HEVC, which ranges from 4x4 to 64x64 luma samples. In addition, the basic coding units are not given by fixed macroblock and sub-macroblocks, but are adaptively chosen. The largest coding unit is typically a block of 64x64 luma samples, but the largest block size can actually be signaled inside the bitstream. The splitting of a block into subblock can establish a subdivision hierarchy of 4 or more levels. Furthermore, a block that is used for prediction can be further split into multiple transform blocks for the purpose of residual coding. Here, a hierarchy of multiple levels is supported.
- Different transform sizes ranging from 4x4 to 16x16 transforms are supported.
- The entropy coding of transform coefficients has been improved.

Although some aspects have been described in the context of an apparatus, it is clear that these aspects also represent a description of the corresponding method, where a block or device corresponds to a method step or a feature of a method step. Analogously, aspects described in the context of a method step also represent a description of a corresponding block or item or feature of a corresponding apparatus. Some or all of the method steps may be executed by (or using) a hardware apparatus, like for example, a microprocessor, a programmable computer or an electronic circuit. In some embodiments, some one or more of the most important method steps may be executed by such an apparatus.
Depending on certain implementation requirements, embodiments of the invention can be implemented in hardware or in software. The implementation can be performed using a digital storage medium, for example a floppy disk, a DVD, a Blu-Ray, a CD, a ROM, a PROM, an EPROM, an EEPROM or a FLASH memory, having electronically readable control signals stored thereon, which cooperate (or are capable of cooperating) with a programmable computer system such that the respective method is performed. Therefore, the digital storage medium may be computer readable.

Some embodiments according to the invention comprise a data carrier having electronically readable control signals, which are capable of cooperating with a programmable computer system, such that one of the methods described herein is performed.

Generally, embodiments of the present invention can be implemented as a computer program product with a program code, the program code being operative for performing one of the methods when the computer program product runs on a computer. The program code may for example be stored on a machine readable carrier.

Other embodiments comprise the computer program for performing one of the methods described herein, stored on a machine readable carrier.

In other words, an embodiment of the inventive method is, therefore, a computer program having a program code for performing one of the methods described herein, when the computer program runs on a computer.

A further embodiment of the inventive methods is, therefore, a data carrier (or a digital storage medium, or a computer-readable medium) comprising, recorded thereon, the computer program for performing one of the methods described herein. The data carrier, the digital storage medium or the recorded medium are typically tangible and/or non-transitionary.

A further embodiment of the inventive method is, therefore, a data stream or a sequence of signals representing the computer program for performing one of the methods described herein. The data stream or the sequence of signals may for example be configured to be transferred via a data communication connection, for example via the Internet.
A further embodiment comprises a processing means, for example a computer, or a programmable logic device, configured to or adapted to perform one of the methods described herein.

A further embodiment comprises a computer having installed thereon the computer program for performing one of the methods described herein.

A further embodiment according to the invention comprises an apparatus or a system configured to transfer (for example, electronically or optically) a computer program for performing one of the methods described herein to a receiver. The receiver may, for example, be a computer, a mobile device, a memory device or the like. The apparatus or system may, for example, comprise a file server for transferring the computer program to the receiver.

In some embodiments, a programmable logic device (for example a field programmable gate array) may be used to perform some or all of the functionalities of the methods described herein. In some embodiments, a field programmable gate array may cooperate with a microprocessor in order to perform one of the methods described herein. Generally, the methods are preferably performed by any hardware apparatus.

The above described embodiments are merely illustrative for the principles of the present invention. It is understood that modifications and variations of the arrangements and the details described herein will be apparent to others skilled in the art. It is the intent, therefore, to be limited only by the scope of the impending patent claims and not by the specific details presented by way of description and explanation of the embodiments herein.
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Claims

1. Apparatus for reconstructing a multi-view signal (12) coded into a multi-view data stream (14), comprising

   a reference-view reconstructor (24) configured to predictively reconstruct a current picture of a reference view (20) of the multi-view signal (12);

   a dependent-view reconstructor (26) configured to reconstruct the current picture of the dependent view (22) of the multi-view signal (12) using block-based predictive coding,

   wherein the dependent-view reconstructor (26) is configured to, in reconstructing the current picture of the dependent view (22), predict a residual signal of the current picture of the dependent view (22) from a reference residual signal (63) of the current picture of the reference view (20) using block-granular disparity-compensated prediction.

2. Apparatus according to claim 1,

   wherein the reference-view reconstructor (24) is configured to predictively reconstruct the current picture (32ti) of the reference view (20) of the multi-view signal (12), including a depth map (34ti) of the current picture of the reference view (20), so as to obtain a reconstructed version of the depth map (34ti) of the current picture of the reference view;

   a disparity estimator (28) configured to estimate a disparity displacement for a current block (50, 52) of the current picture of the dependent view (22) from the reconstructed version of the depth map (34ti) of the current picture of the reference view (20),

   wherein the dependent-view reconstructor (26) is configured to predict the residual signal (324') of the current block (50/52) of the current picture of the dependent view (22) by copying a portion of the reference residual signal (63) of the current picture of the reference view, displaced from a location of the current block (50/52) of the current picture of the dependent view (22) according to the disparity displacement.
3. Apparatus according to claim 2, wherein the disparity estimator (28) is configured to warp (66) the reconstructed version of the depth/disparity map of the current picture of the reference view (20) into the dependent view (22) to obtain a depth/disparity map estimate (64) for the current picture of the dependent view (22) and obtain the disparity displacement for the current block from the estimated depth/disparity map (64).

4. Apparatus according to claim 3, wherein the depth/disparity map of the current picture of the reference signal is a depth map and the disparity estimator is configured to, in warping the reconstructed version of the depth map of the current picture of the reference view into the dependent view,

derive disparity vectors for the current picture of the reference view from the depth map of the current picture of the reference view,

apply the derived disparity vectors for the current picture of the reference view onto the depth map of the current picture of the reference view so as to obtain the depth map estimate of the current picture of the dependent view.

5. Apparatus according to claim 1, further comprising

a disparity estimator configured to estimate a disparity displacement of a current block (50/52) of the current picture of the dependent view (22) by spatial and/or temporal prediction from a disparity displacement associated with reference blocks within previously reconstructed portions of the dependent view (22),

wherein the dependent-view reconstructor (26) is configured to predict the residual signal of the current block of the current picture of the dependent view by copying a portion of the reference residual signal (63) of the current picture of the reference view displaced from a location of the current block of the current picture of the dependent view according to the estimated disparity displacement.

6. Apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the dependent-view reconstructor (26) is configured to predict the residual signal (324') of a current block (50/52) of the current picture of the dependent view by copying a portion of the reference residual signal (63) of the current picture of the reference view displaced from a location of the current block (50/52) of the current picture of the dependent view according to a disparity displacement explicitly signaled within the multi-view data stream.
7. Apparatus according to claim 1, further comprising

a disparity estimator (28) configured to estimate a disparity displacement of a

5 current block (50/52) of the current picture of the dependent view (22) by

continuously updating a depth/disparity map of a scene of the multi-view signal

(12) using disparity data (60) coded into the multi-view data stream (14) for

previously reconstructed pictures (32t2) of the dependent view (22) and motion data

10 (42) coded into the multi-view data stream (14) for previously reconstructed

pictures and the current picture (32t2) of the reference view (20) and deriving the

estimated disparity displacement of the current block (50/52) of the current picture

of the dependent view (22) from the continuously updated depth/disparity map,

wherein the dependent-view reconstructor is configured to predict the residual

15 signal of the current block of the current picture of the dependent view by copying

a portion of the reference residual signal of the current picture of the reference

view, displaced from a location of the current block of the current picture of the

dependent view according to the disparity displacement.

20 8. Apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the reference-view reconstructor is

configured to, in predictively reconstructing the current picture of the reference

view of the multi-view signal, use motion compensated prediction using motion

data for the reference view, and the disparity estimator is configured to

25 generate a depth map estimate of the current picture of the reference view

by applying the motion data onto an updated depth map estimate of a

previous picture of the reference view; and

30 warp the generated depth map estimate of the current picture of the

reference view into the dependent view so as to obtain the depth map

estimate of the current picture of the dependent view.

9. Apparatus according to claim 8, wherein the dependent-view reconstructor is

configured to reconstruct the current picture of the dependent view using disparity

and/or motion compensated prediction based on disparity and/or motion data for the

35 current picture of the dependent view,
wherein the depth estimator is configured to update the depth map estimate of the current picture of the dependent view using the disparity and/or motion data for the current picture of the dependent view.

10. Apparatus according to claim 9, wherein the depth estimator is configured to warp the updated depth map estimate of the current picture of the dependent view into the reference view so as to obtain an updated depth map estimate of the current picture of the reference view, wherein the depth estimator is configured to estimate the depth map of a next picture of the dependent view by

- generating a depth map estimate of the next picture of the reference view by applying motion data of the next picture of the reference view onto the updated depth map estimate of the current picture of the reference view; and

- warping the updated depth map estimate of the next picture of the reference view into the dependent view so as to obtain the depth map estimate of the next current picture of the dependent view.

11. Apparatus according to any of the previous claims, wherein the reference-view reconstructor is configured to perform the reconstruction of the current picture of the reference view of the multi-view signal using block-based hybrid coding involving at least one intra or inter-view block coding mode and at least one temporal inter block coding mode,

wherein the dependent-view reconstructor is configured to, in predicting the residual signal of the current picture of the dependent view from the reference residual signal of the current picture of the reference view, set the reference residual signal to zero within blocks of the current picture of the reference view of the intra or inter-view block coding mode.

12. Apparatus according to any of the previous claims, wherein the dependent-view reconstructor is configured to use transform residual coding in reconstructing the current picture of the dependent view of the multi-view signal and to perform the prediction of the residual signal of the current picture of the dependent view in a transform domain.

13. Apparatus according to any of the previous claims, wherein the reference-view reconstructor is configured to, in reconstructing the current picture of the reference
view of the multi-view signal, use transform residual coding, wherein the
dependent-view reconstructor is configured to, in predicting the residual signal of
the current picture of the dependent view, apply an interpolation filter onto the
reference residual signal section-wise so as to not apply the interpolation filter
across transform boundaries of the transform residual coding of the reference-view
reconstructor.

14. Apparatus according to any of the previous claims, wherein the dependent-view
reconstructor is configured to perform the block-granular disparity-compensated
residual prediction using disparity vectors defined at sub-sample resolution.

15. Apparatus according to any of the previous claims, wherein the dependent-view
reconstructor is configured to, in reconstructing the current picture of the dependent
view of the multi-view signal, refine a prediction signal obtained by the block-
based predictive coding, with the predicted residual signal of the current picture of
the dependent view.

16. Apparatus according to claim 15, wherein the dependent-view reconstructor is
configured to, in reconstructing the current picture of the dependent view of the
multi-view signal, refine the predicted residual signal using an explicitly signaled
second order prediction signal explicitly signaled within a multi-view data stream
(14).

17. Apparatus according to any of the previous claims, wherein the dependent-view
reconstructor is configured to refine a disparity displacement for a current block of
the current picture of the dependent view using an explicitly signaled disparity
displacement residuum explicitly signaled within a multi-view data stream, and
predict the residual signal of the current block of the current picture of the
dependent view by copying a portion of the reference residual signal of the current
picture of the reference view, displaced from a location of the current block of the
current picture of the dependent view according to the refined disparity
displacement.

18. Apparatus according to any of the previous claims, wherein the reference-view
reconstructor and the dependent-view reconstructor are configured to use motion
compensated prediction so as to reconstruct the current pictures of the reference and
dependent view, and the dependent-view reconstructor is configured to predict
motion data of the current picture of the dependent view, underlying the motion
compensated prediction, by locating a corresponding position in the current picture of the reference view using a disparity displacement, and using the motion data for the current picture of the reference view at the corresponding position to predict the motion data of the current picture of the dependent view, wherein the dependent-view reconstructor is configured to predict the residual signal of the current block of the current picture of the dependent view, remaining after motion compensated prediction using the predicted motion data, by copying a portion of the reference residual signal of the current picture of the reference view, displaced from a location of the current block of the current picture of the dependent view according to the disparity displacement.

19. Apparatus for encoding a multi-view signal (12) into a multi-view data stream (14), comprising

- a reference-view encoder (82) configured to predictively encode a current picture of a reference view (20) of the multi-view signal (12);
- a dependent-view encoder (80) configured to encode the current picture of the dependent view (22) of the multi-view signal (12) using block-based predictive coding,

wherein the dependent-view encoder is configured to, in encoding the current picture of the dependent view (22), predict a residual signal of the current picture of the dependent view (22) from a reference residual signal (63) of the current picture of the reference view (20) using block-granular disparity-compensated prediction.

20. Method for reconstructing a multi-view signal (12) coded into a multi-view data stream (14), comprising

- predictively reconstructing a current picture of a reference view (20) of the multi-view signal (12);
- reconstructing the current picture of the dependent view (22) of the multi-view signal (12) using block-based predictive coding,

the reconstructing the current picture of the dependent view (22) comprises predicting a residual signal of the current picture of the dependent view (22) from a
reference residual signal (63) of the current picture of the reference view (20) using block-granular disparity-compensated prediction.

21. Method for encoding a multi-view signal (12) into a multi-view data stream (14), comprising

predictively encoding a current picture of a reference view (20) of the multi-view signal (12);

encoding the current picture of the dependent view (22) of the multi-view signal (12) using block-based predictive coding,

encoding the current picture of the dependent view (22) comprises predicting a residual signal of the current picture of the dependent view (22) from a reference residual signal (63) of the current picture of the reference view (20) using block-granular disparity-compensated prediction.

22. Computer program having a program code for performing, when running on a computer, a method according to claim 21 or 22.
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